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ABSTRACT
This study explored oral storytelling and intergenerational learning among the
Abam (Indigenous people of the Igbo tribe of Nigeria). I embarked on this study based
on my experience with the Abam people and because of my concerns that oral
storytelling traditions seemed to be less prevalent these days. This study was guided by
postcolonial theories by Frantz Fanon and Paulo Freire. These theorists portray formally
colonized people as living in the ideals of the colonizers even after they achieved
independence. An Indigenous qualitative research approach was used in data collection.
In line with the epistemologies of Abam people, I adopted Ikparita uka ihu r’ihu and
igba izu as methods of collecting data. These methods are similar to focus group
discussions and interviews. I followed a thematic approach to analyse the data.
The research findings suggested that there is a disruption in the oral storytelling
traditions and intergenerational learning among Indigenous people of Abam. I observed
that global restructuring was a factor in the disruption. The study identified that the
Indigenous people of Abam still live in the ideals of the colonialists which Paulo Freire
(1970) called a “prescribed” (p. 31) life. This study also found that the disruption of oral
storytelling traditions has negatively affected the ways Abam people train their young
ones. Findings indicated the need to revitalize the oral traditions of storytelling. This
study suggests campaigns and advocacies through mass media and formal institutions as
ways to revitalise the oral storytelling traditions of Abam people.
Keywords: Intergenerational learning, Indigenous people, oral traditions, colonization.
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
Introduction
This study examined the influence of globalization1 on oral storytelling
and intergenerational learning among the Indigenous Abam community of southeastern Nigeria. It explored how global changes otherwise called globalization has
influenced the Indigenous storytelling culture and intergenerational learning of people
of Abam clan in south-eastern Nigeria in the 21st century.
Stories are ways in which the Indigenous people communicate their experiences
and worldview from one generation to the other. As Kovach (2012) indicates, “Stories
remind us of who we are” (p. 94). Kovach meant that the Indigenous people learn about
their history and ways of life through their stories. This study was built on the premise
that storytelling influenced the cultural norms of the Abam people, including how they
understood the way learning was passed among generations. Adichie (2009) and Smith
(2012) bemoan how the stories of the Indigenous people have been made to capitulate as
a result of misrepresentation by the colonialists, which this study perceived as linked to
colonization. These stories are transferred from one generation to another because the
Indigenous people perceive the life changing effects of stories. This perception could
inform the importance accorded to storytelling by the Indigenous people of Abam.
The Abam clan was discovered by a man called Onyerubi Atitakpo (Obuba, 2008).
Onyerubi, the founding father of Abam was a blood brother of Ezema Atita Akpo, the
1

Globalization can be perceived as the extension of colonial rule by the dominant states through
globalizing socio- economic patterns that aim to develop free market systems on a world scale by opening
national economies and deregulating transactions. This trend is aimed at weakening the protective
responses of societies at the national level for the interests of global economic and social systems which
are determined by few powerful states (Ardalan, 2014). These states often operate with the interests of
transnational corporations.
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founding father of Ohafia all in South-eastern Nigeria. History indicates that Onyerubi
Atitiakpo and his brother Ezema Atitia Akpo were originally from a community called
Owan (other history said they were from Ndoni, Benin) from where they migrated to
Abam and Ohafia respectively (Obuba, 2008; Onyejieke, 2010). Abam and Ohafia are
Igbo speaking communities of eastern Nigeria, although their Igbo version/dialect are
slightly different from „Igbo Izugbe‟ (central Igbo language). Abam is one of the clans
that makes up the Arochukwu local government area of Abia State in Nigeria. Other
clans in the local government area are Arochukwu, Ihechiowa, Isu and Ututu. The
Abam and Arochukwu have the highest population among the five clans. It was
perceived that Abam and Arochukwu first encountered the Europeans during the colonial
era in this part of Nigeria (Achebe, 1958). This contact with the Europeans was made
possible because the two clans were surrounded by igwu (river) from where the
Europeans could gain access to them and from where they proceeded to the hinterland.
During this colonial period, the major means of transportation was by the kenu (boat).
According to the data provided by the National Population Commission (NPC)
(2011), the Arochukwu local government had a population of 193,820 and occupied a
land area of 524km2. As the largest clan in Arochukwu local government area (LGA),
the population of Abam is estimated at between 45,000-50,000 according to the 2011
NPC projection.
Storytelling is part of life for Indigenous people as their existence is perceived to
be incomplete without these stories. The Abam and Igbo tribe2 in general, believe

2

Igbo tribe as used in this work are all the Igbo speaking people of Nigeria who occupy the south-eastern
part of Nigeria, consisting of Abia, Anambra, Ebonyi, Enugu, and Imo States. This also includes some
Igbo speaking communities in the south-southern states of Nigeria which includes Delta, River, and Edo
States.
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strongly in oral narratives transmitted from one generation to another, using Indigenous
language and cultural symbols as the vehicle of transmission of these narratives. Oral
narratives are “the means by which knowledge is reproduced, preserved and convey
cultural heritage from generation to generation” (Hullan & Eigenbrod, 2008, p. 7). Of
course, oral tradition is not possible without oral communication through language.
Krasm (1998) and Battiste (2008) argue that language is a strong tool for cultural
transmission and intergenerational learning. These oral traditions are transmitted
in the form of folktales, folklore, proverbs and storytelling. Mungwini (2012) is
concerned that the ethical and cultural surveillance system that were passed from
previous generations onto other generations to regulate social behaviour and interaction
is gradually fading away because of the interruption of storytelling brought about by
globalization. I share Mungwini‟s concerns.
Many Indigenous scholars view globalization as an extension of colonial rule
(Chilisa, 2012). In a similar way, Spivak (1988) analyzed the contemporary relationship
between colonial societies and the former colonizers and discovered that the current
phase of globalization is a mere extension of colonization. This thesis specifically
investigated how globalization influenced oral tradition of storytelling and
intergenerational learning of the people of Abam in South Eastern Nigeria.
I adopted an Indigenous qualitative research approach, which is common in Indigenous
research. The theoretical framework was based on Frantz Fanon‟s (1967) and
Paulo Freire‟s (1970) postcolonial theories. My choice of these frameworks was driven
by my understanding of the position of both authors in respect to the influence
colonialists have over the colonized.
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Situating Myself in the Study
I am an indigene of Abam from Etiti Abam autonomous community. My maternal
kindred is Umueze (royalty) and my paternal family is Umuaka (tall children). My agnate
family, called umudi nde uwa are priests of a deity call ukata, one of the deities being
revered in, and across, the community. People from different parts of Africa used to
come to the ukata shrine to seek power as well as make their requests. My father told me
a story about the limitless power of the shrine and how the deity attracted people from
various parts of Africa before the colonial incursion. He also taught me to be truthful as
required by priests3. Priests are respected in Igbo land because they are believed to be
mediators between human and spirit beings. The priests must always tell the truth to
avoid the wrath of the deity and earth goddess (Achebe, 1958). History in the form of
oral stories abounds in my community, particularly about the priests of ukata deity who
died because of dishonesty. This quality of truthfulness contributes to my own endeavour
to achieve honesty in this research. That is, I committed to maintain honesty in this
research because of my background as a priest. It is a taboo in my community for a priest
to be involved in dishonesty.
My intimacy with my father as I was growing up exposed me to many Indigenous
Abam stories. I can truly say that I was raised in the Igbo traditions, including
storytelling. I enjoyed participating in the storytelling tradition as I was growing up. This
study emerged from my concerns about the changing practices of oral traditions and
storytelling among the Abam people and the accompanying negative consequences that
are occurring, such as, misplacement of value systems, disrespect for elders, and the near

3

Priests in Igbo land are intermediaries between gods/goddesses or shrines and the people. Priests are
responsible for all sacrifices rendered to the gods/goddesses or shrines which they preside over.
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extinction of Indigenous languages. As I was reflecting on these negative consequences,
I asked myself, “What should be my contributions in revitalizing the pedagogy of
storytelling among the Abam clan, and the Igbo land in general?” That was how my
interest in the study emerged.

Problem Statement
Based on my own experience and through previous interactions with the people
of Abam, I sensed a growing fear or dread concerning the influence of global changes on
the oral tradition of storytelling and its impact on the intergenerational transmission of
knowledge. Smith and Graeme (2000) identify that the unchecked expansion of the
Europeans since the sixteenth century has resulted in many years of significant change
for the world of Indigenous people. According to them, “This process of colonisation did
not end with the arrival of European people, but persisted as European goods,
technology, and European beliefs perpetuated the process of invasion. Globalisation
threatens to accelerate this process of colonisation” (p. 1). Against this backdrop, the
young people surf the Internet and social media to choose the kinds of stories and values
they desire rather than rely on the Indigenous ways of finding and acquiring knowledge.
Most of these Eurocentric methods of knowledge acquisition are contrary to Indigenous
epistemologies (Battiste, 2008). According to Smith and Graeme, the Europeans called
the stories, folktales, and folklores or fiction, that is, something that never happened in
real life. As a result of this paradigm shift from the Indigenous ways of knowledge
transmission among the Abam people, new generations of the Abam community seem to
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have lost track of their Indigenous histories and ways of knowing. As an Indigenous
person of Abam descent, I find this situation worrisome.
I was concerned about the interruption of oral storytelling traditions of the
Abam people and this study has given me an opportunity to inquire into the state of the
intergenerational learning through story telling within the Abam community. As
Mungwini (2012) suggests, the ethical and cultural surveillance system that was passed
on from previous generations to regulate social behaviour and interaction appears to be
gradually fading away. I hope to build on Mungwini‟s statement by documenting this
dilemma and looking for community-based solutions within the experiences of the Abam
people.
This study worked with the Abam community, including the elders who received
and pass on the oral traditions. I wanted to understand the influence of globalization on
the intergenerational learning through storytelling among the Abam people, and to offer
recommendations that might revitalize some of the oral traditions. It also recommended
ways to adapt oral storytelling traditions in order to reflect the contemporary educational
and socio-cultural needs of the people.

Purpose and Research Questions of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of globalization on
the oral tradition (storytelling) and intergenerational learning among the Abam
community in south-eastern Nigeria. The specific objectives of this study were as
follow:
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1. To investigate the traditional purpose and practice of oral storytelling, including
how knowledge was shared intergenerationally;
2. To determine ways in which storytelling as an Indigenous learning approach has
changed as a result of globalization (particularly in the last 20 years);
3. To recommend how oral traditions of storytelling might be strengthened or
adapted in Abam communities; and
4. To determine ways in which Abam people could recapture their stories now and
preserve them for future generations.
I sought to address these four objective by asking these questions:
1. What was the purpose of oral storytelling traditions among the Abam of Igbo
tribe before the global restructuring of the last two decades?
2.

How have changes in oral storytelling traditions influenced intergenerational

learning for the Abam people in particular and the Igbos in general?
3. In what ways can the oral traditions of storytelling be adapted and strengthened
among Abam clan in the era of global restructuring?
4. In what ways can the Abam people re-capture their stories now and preserve
them for future generations?

Significance of the Study
This study will promote the revitalizing of the pedagogy of storytelling as an Indigenous
way of knowing among the Igbo tribe in general and the Abam people in particular. The
perceived shift in value system and ways of life among the people of Igbo race, Abam in
particular, justified the need for a study that might function and guide the ways in which
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to reclaim the voices and the worldviews of the Abam clan. The study might provide
data for educational policy makers that could guide curricula development using
Indigenous context or knowledge. Further, the study would contribute to the field of
knowledge for students and scholars who might want to augment research in storytelling
and intergenerational learning. This work would also help to bridge learning/knowledge
gaps between succeeding generations by connecting back to the intergenerational
knowledge, culture, and traditions of the Abam people.

Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
It is important to discuss the delimitations and limitations of this research. I start
with the delimitations of the study and conclude with the limitations. The study focused
on how global values and beliefs have influenced oral storytelling and intergenerational
learning of Abam people in Arochukwu Local Government Area of Abia State
Nigeria. Therefore, the study reviewed literature about colonial legacies and how they
have affected oral traditions of storytelling. The study was not about globalization per se
and therefore, I did not review literature on globalization in general because it was
outside the scope of the research, although globalization provided a conceptual context
for the study. Globalization as constructed in this context was viewed as an extension of
colonialism.
Furthermore, the findings of this research were framed using Paulo Freire‟s and
Frantz Fanon‟s postcolonial theories. These theories were selected for the research based
on their position on the colonial experiences of the colonized people in the global culture
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and epistemology, and the possibilities for change. We will be considering the
limitations of the study in the following paragraphs.
The absence of a baseline study on the subject matter prior to the study period
limited my ability to determine levels of changes that had existed in oral storytelling
traditions of Abam people. This absence of a base line study limited me to relying
mostly on individual and collective memories as data sources.
I was born and brought up in Abam. I attended my primary school and high school
in Abam. Therefore, I speak the local language of Abam. From experience it is pertinent
to note that many English words might not have direct Igbo translations, and vice versa.
Therefore, translation of the data into English might have altered the meaning of some of
the intentions of the words (Gudhlanga & Makaudze, 2012). For instance, in the course
of this research, I observed that the Abam dialect did not have different meanings for
concepts such as benefit, relevance and rationale. As a result of this limitation, the
research used the three words interchangeably to mean the same thing in Abam dialect.
The local and specific nature of the study sample might not have been
generalizable beyond the context. Ideally a long term study would be of benefit because
it would provide data that might illustrate patterns over time; however, given resources,
time constraints, and context, I conducted a shorter, more focused study over a limited
time duration. The findings of the research are not generalizable to other Indigenous
communities in Nigeria. The next chapter discusses the literature review
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Indigenous Oral Storytelling
This chapter reviews relevant literature on the oral traditions of storytelling and the
influence of Western culture on the Indigenous people‟s pedagogies of storytelling.
Western cultural hegemony seems to wield a great deal of influence over the
epistemology of the Indigenous people vis-à-vis the oral traditions of storytelling. The
First Nations Indigenous Foundation (2009) claims that discussions of oral traditions are
occasionally viewed by Western scholars in over-simplistic oppositional binaries:
oral/writing, uncivilized/civilized, barbaric/norm, subjective/objective and so on. The
critics tend to frame oral traditions as subjective and biased, in comparison to the
presumed rationality and objectivity inherent in the written tradition. In view of this
trend, Western scholarship of written documents tends to receive more recognition in the
academe than their counterparts in the Indigenous oral traditional settings. However,
such „uncritical‟ assumptions seem to ignore the possibilities that authors of written
documents may bring their own experiences, agendas and biases to their works. This
often creates doubts about the objectivity of the work. I believe every inquiry should
treat each tradition according to its merits, with no one claiming superiority over the
other (Hulan, & Eigenbrod, 2008).
Naxaxalhts‟i (2007), states that the divide between oral and written traditions of
storytelling are a misconception. Written and oral traditions are not meant to exclude
each other; but they are supposed to complement each other. According to Naxaxalhts‟i,
“The academic world and the oral history process both share an important common
principle: They contribute to knowledge by building upon what is known and
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remembering that learning is a life-long quest” (p. 82). An understanding of our multicultural dispositions can encourage respect for the epistemology and ontology of
different cultures of the world, thus creating opportunities for knowledge
expansion. Iwama, Marshall, Marshall, and Bartlett (2009) corroborate with
Naxaxalhts‟i‟s view when they proposed drawing together the strength from written and
oral traditions to bring about knowledge expansion which neither oral nor written
traditions could achieve in isolation.
Emeagwali and Dei (2014) reason that what is vital for Indigenous storytelling are
recollections of the past, inherited from earlier generations and contemporaries, and
transmitted into diverse forms of verbal testimonies, including the following: oral
narratives, poetry, songs, legends, proverbs, interviews, and so on. The transmission
process may have involved public performances or may have been embedded in popular
culture. These oral narratives continue to supplement other historical sources of
information. In some cases, they have been more valuable than written documents.
According to Emeagwali and Dei, the goal of oral narratives may be the celebration of
success and conquest of doubts, fears, and uncertainties; testimonies about trials,
tribulations, and heroic deeds in the past, historical mythology.
Emeagwali and Dei (2014) further add that oral storytelling may collectively reveal
local or family accounts or the past history of lineages, family privileges and inheritance,
migration of specific people or extended families and communities, inspirational stories
to guide generations, popular cultural belief system, or local fauna, and ecology. From
the foregoing, one may reason that storytelling represents the totality of people‟s
existence. Thus, an interruption of storytelling could lead to a significant loss of people‟s
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identity and existence. Kovach (2012) perceived Indigenous knowledge which relied on
the oral narrative for its transmission as decolonizing.
Speaking about decolonizing Indigenous knowledge, Emeagwali and Dei (2014)
state the following:
Decolonizing of the African Academy remains one of the biggest challenges not
only in terms of the curriculum, teaching strategies, and textbooks, but also in
terms of the democratization of knowledge and the regeneration, evaluation, and
adaptation of old epistemologies to suit new post-colonial realities. Indigenous
knowledge provides a beacon of light within the tunnel of Eurocentric dogma,
misinformation, and untruths (p. 2).

The colonization of the mind is a process that involves stripping the formerly
colonized and historically marginalized people of their ancestral culture and replacing it
with Euro-Western culture. One location where the process occurs is through the
education system, where learners are taught in the languages of the colonizers to reject
their heritage and embrace Euro-Western worldviews and lifestyles as the human norm
(Cajete, 2012; Fanon, 1967). Cajete (2012) further said that the primary goal of
decolonizing Indigenous cultural heritage should be the decolonization of mind which he
called “inward transformation, a kind of „in-powerment” (p. 147). He suggested that the
Indigenous people should be given the opportunity to take charge of their educational
system according to their needs and socio-cultural ideals. There is need for the
Indigenous people to take charge of their existence rather than being “marginalized
participants” (p.151) in their existential matters.
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Ntseane (2006) suggests that education strategies should take into account the oral
cultural heritage of Africa vis-à-vis other Indigenous people, for it to create significant
positive impacts on the life of the people. This makes Indigenous epistemologies
relevant. Nteane further add that there is the need to use a people‟s knowledge base to
create useful knowledge. On this premise, we could reason that total displacement of
people‟s Indigenous epistemology might lead to serious confusion and knowledge loss.
Therefore, the dynamism of knowledge relevance should acknowledge all traditions –
including oral.
Speaking further on decolonizing storytelling as an Indigenous people‟s way of
knowing, Alfred and Corntassel (2005) indicated:
[T]here is a danger in allowing colonization to be the only story of Indigenous
lives. It must be recognized that colonialism is a narrative in which the Settler‟s
power is the fundamental reference and assumption, inherently limiting Indigenous
freedom and imposing a view of the world that is but an outcome or perspective on
that power (p. 601).

Over the years, Indigenous people relied on the stories told by the colonisers about
them. The colonisers presented to the entire world a distorted and stereotyped image of
Indigenous people in order to label them as evil. This misconception about the
Indigenous people by the colonialists remained unquestioned for ages. As a result, there
is the need for a re-storying (Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).
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A re-storying4 process for Indigenous peoples entails questioning the imposition of
colonial histories on their communities. Indigenous peoples acting together by linking
political action with cultural awareness and education can begin to draw the focus back
to community and family processes of re-storying justice and history, as a means to
challenge the colonial relationship with the people (Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).
Speaking on the experience of survivors of Residential School in Canada, Thomas
(2005) quoted Delmar Johnnie as saying, “Telling these stories is a form of resistance to
colonization. …I believe that storytelling respects and honours people while
simultaneously documenting their reality” (pp. 241–244). This quote is in line with
Phelps‟s discourse on storytelling, which argues that Indigenous re-storying processes
cannot be separated from ongoing relationships to their homelands. It is within these
decolonizing spaces that Indigenous resurgence movements take shape (Corntassel,
2009). These bodies of literature gave me the basis to explore the need to decolonize
storytelling traditions among the Abam clan.

Significance of Oral Storytelling
The importance of oral traditions of storytelling cannot be overemphasised. Storytelling is one of the ways the Indigenous people preserve and convey
their experiences and history from generation to generation (Hulan & Eigenbrod, 2008).
Storytelling conveys deep feelings and emotions that written traditions may not convey.
Storytelling is a strong tool for teaching and learning and for understanding oneself
and the social world. Lessons learned from storytelling could be used to correct the

4

Re-storying here means going back to the original traditional ways of storytelling.
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mistakes of the past as well as maintain future progress. Kovach (2012) states, “Oral
stories tie us with our past and provide basis for continuity with future generation” (p.
94). Consolidating these thoughts, Cajete (1994) argued, “Story forms the basic
foundation of all human learning and teaching. Through story we explain and come to
understanding of ourselves” (p. 68). McLeod (2001) states, “[E]very time a story is told,
every time one word of Indigenous language is spoken, we are resisting the
deconstruction of our collective memory” (p. 31). Kovach adds that storytelling
promotes social cohesion. These quotes reflected the significance of stories in the life of
the Indigenous people. These also explain why stories bring Indigenous people together
from time to time.
Speaking further on the significance of oral narrative, Okpewho (1992) explains
that some stories are told entirely in song voice. The Abam war dance could be a perfect
example of this kind of narrative. Abam war dance is a story about the migration of
Abam from Ndoni, Benin, western Nigeria. Okpewho continues by saying that even
when stories are not performed against a musical background, prose may not be the best
way of presenting an oral narrative. In a similar manner, Erin (2009) believes that oral
narratives convey meaning that can only be perceived by listening, not the other way
round; simply reading a transcript flattens the emotional content. By extension, a written
document does not allow immediate feedback and an opportunity for dialogue or
spontaneity. Audio or audio-visual recordings can present a similar problem of
immediate feedback and spontaneity. In making a strong case for the significance of oral
narrative, Tedlock (1971) summarized it this way:
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In telling story, a person observes various breath gaps not only because he or she
wishes to catch a breath between one statement and another but also because
certain dramatic tensions within the story force those breaks upon the person‟s
statement; in any storytelling performance, various levels of vocalization are usedhigh, medium; low; loud, soft; etc. None of these techniques can be adequately
represented by the normal prose form. Prose has no existence outside the written
page (p. 114).

Chilisa (2012), an African scholar, further supports the relevance of storytelling in
decolonising research when she said that folklores, folktales, stories in song and poetic
forms, and the Indigenous language through which they are communicated are the data
collection and analysis tools that provide the lacuna of the history, philosophies, theories,
concepts, categories of analysis, and interpretation of data in research that invoke a
postcolonial Indigenous research perspective. Chilisa‟s position makes a strong case for
the theoretical standpoint of this research. Storytelling as a decolonizing methodology
can be transformative. The next section discusses the effect of language on storytelling

The Effect of Language on Storytelling
Hornberger and Mckay (2010) stated that “If we subscribe to the position that
linguistic communities are not homogeneous and consensual but often heterogeneous
and conflicted, we need to understand power relations between individuals,
communities, and nations” (p. 350). Bourdieu (1977) notes that the value ascribed to
speech in communicating people‟s idea through storytelling or otherwise cannot be
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understood apart from the person who speaks and the person who speaks cannot be
understood apart from the larger network of people who share the same language. In
their essay on oral traditions of Kumeyaay community of Baja California Norte, Mexico,
Field and Cuero (2012) observed that for many Indigenous communities, the language in
which a story is conveyed is just as valuable to the community as the content of the
story, and both require the careful attention of the researcher of such language
community. This position reflects the true nature of the Indigenous communities of the
world, where local dialects are important emblems of cultural and group identity. Most
Indigenous stories are written with a different language, not in the language in which the
story was originally told. This may discredit or alter the original intention of the story
and exclude a majority of audiences the story were meant for because they may not
understand the written language. In a study conducted by Gudhlanga and
Makaudze (2012) regarding Indigenous languages in Zimbabwe, the study participants
pointed out the following:
Opportunity to enjoy some degree of flexibility: Participants pointed out that
conversing in an Indigenous language gives participants some degree of flexibility.
They stated that it is difficult to put across some of their wishes in a foreign
language. They drew examples from traditional praise poetry, which at times is
wrongly translated and during the process, some of the original meaning is lost (p.
26).

Highlighting further the importance of people‟s language in conveying Indigenous
stories, McLeod (2001) says, “[E]very time a story is told, every time one word
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of Indigenous language is spoken, we are resisting the deconstruction of our collective
memory” (p. 31). McLeod‟s viewpoint speaks to the nexus between language and story
in awakening the collective memory of the people. Of course, language is a vehicle in
which Indigenous stories are being conveyed.
The level of extinction suffered by Indigenous languages is a source of worry.
Foucault (1972) in his Archaeology of Knowledge pointed out that the change and
transformation of language “discourse is snatched from the law of development and
established in a discontinuous atemporality. It is immobilized in fragments: precarious
splinters of eternity” (p. 166). The above view is shared by Gudhalanga and Makaudze
(2012) when they expressed concern about the near extinction of the Indigenous
languages of the African continent and Indigenous people the world over in light of
globalization. As they expressed, “African continent of the 21st century faces a major
challenge of failing to use its Indigenous languages and if such a scenario is not seriously
looked at would lead to an extinction of some of them” (p. 21).
Onyejieke (2010) observed that the native Abam language is becoming extinct to
the extent that the elderly people in the villages who did not have opportunity to acquire
western education now find it difficult to communicate with the new generations. They
need an interpreter to communicate with their grandchildren who come home from
cities. Battiste (2008) corroborated Onyejieke‟s view when she said that knowledge
transmission among the Indigenous people is threatened “due to the destruction of their
language and culture” (p. 508) by the colonialists. She feared that if nothing were done
urgently, the Indigenous people would loose their entire existence.
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Furthermore, Mungwini (2012) said, “The violence, threat of extirpation or
marginalization of Indigenous African values did not end with the end of colonialism but
it persists and is being championed by Africans as they seek to recognize themselves in
the ideals of the Enlightenment” (p. 347). If the Indigenous languages become
completely extirpated, how then could Indigenous stories be told? It is worthy of note
here that the colonizers might have officially taken down their flags, but they are still in
charge through the use of their languages throughout Africa as instrument of trade,
instruction, research, and government official languages (Bamgboes, 1991; Benjamin,
1994; Chilisa, 2012). This may have negative effect on the practice of storytelling among
the Indigenous societies. Let us consider storytelling before colonization.

Storytelling: The Heart of the Igbo
Storytelling remains a global phenomenon. It is not peculiar to people of Abam or
Igbo land or Africa in general; however, different cultural groups may have different
ways of telling their stories. This section is devoted to literature on how the people of
Igbo land in general were telling their stories before the advent of British colonialists in
the region.
Traditional storytelling in Igbo land refers to tales told in the home by the fireside,
„usekwu‟ sitting room „obi‟, and in the wider community. Before the advent of the
colonialists, the Igbo people held storytelling in high esteem. Oral storytelling practiced
by the Igbo people before colonization influenced their worldview (Achebe,
1958). Achebe‟s ingenuity in literary work could be attributed to the storytelling skill
that he inherited from the elders. Responding further on the literary work of Achebe,
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Odege (2001) argues that the Igbo people generally held storytelling in high regard and
that storytelling can legitimately be taken as Achebe‟s greatest influences.
The Abam people had different stories that portrayed their moral values and belief
systems. These stories passed on the values and beliefs of the society to the younger
generations. The elders were the custodians of this oral tradition as they serve
as mnemonic pegs to each other (Kovach, 2012). They had to preserve the teachings of
their ancestors. These stories constituted reconnaissance of collective memory and ways
of knowing (Hulan & Eigenbrod, 2008). Emeagwali and Dei (2014) expand on the
significance of oral tradition in the pre-colonial African society when they indicate, “The
goal of these narrations may be the celebration of success and conquest of doubts, fears,
and uncertainties; testimonies and trials, tribulations and heroic deeds in the past, as well
as the search for ultimate truth” (p. 8). This important position of oral narratives in Abam
traditions made the Abam people cherish the oral storytelling.
Thus, family members used to gather at the obi (living room) every night, after
dinner, where the eldest member would educate them through folktales and other stories.
This kind of education was purely non-formal and highly entertaining. At the end of
each story, the elder who is likened to the modern-day instructor, would ask everyone to
share lessons learnt from the story. Everyone‟s opinion was respected, as Abam people
believed in knowledge sharing through storytelling as a vehicle through which
knowledge is transmitted from one generation to another. Emeagwali and Dei (2014)
corroborated this view of knowledge sharing through oral means in their book, African
Indigenous Knowledge and the Discipline. This type of learning had flexible schedules
and offered inclusive types of educational experiences. For family members to
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participate in this non-formal5 type of learning, dinner was prepared and served early to
give everyone the opportunity to participate in the activity. The activity also helped to
keep children under control and watched in the evening, as they do not go out at night to
be involved in different kinds of nocturnal activities.
This kind of education was tuition free and instructors were not paid any wage or
remuneration. The elders of the Abam community derived fulfillment and satisfaction in
passing the information to the younger generation, the same way the traditions were
passed to them. The system for keeping the stories alive among the Indigenous people
was to tell the stories to as many people as possible. When the knowledge was
transmitted to a wider audience, it kept the knowledge alive among them (Hulan &
Eigenbrod, 2008). This could be one of the reasons Indigenous people of Abam in
particular cherished oral tradition as a reliable means of transferring Indigenous culture
and epistemology. According to Baldasaro (2014):
The essential premise is this: we remember things when they are part of a story.
We remember better when the story is an oral story, a story told by heart, because
our brains have to work hard to make sense of the words and create the images. We
remember best if the story touches our emotions, because emotional memory runs
deep (p. 220).

Henige (2009) supports Baldasaro‟s viewpoint by saying that oral literature is not
subject to being compromised or altered. Oral traditions are deeply seated in our hearts
and influence our personalities. It is important to deduce here that storytelling could
5

Non-formal ways of learning is used here to depict other ways of transmitting knowledge apart from
institutional based learning. This was the predominant way of transmitting knowledge among the
Indigenous people before the advent of colonialism that brought formal education.
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mean a lot to the people of Abam, and Igbo land in general as their entire
existence could depend on their stories. Cruikshank (1994) saw oral narrative of
storytelling from the lens of social character formation. He narrated that if many
nineteenth-century analyses ignored the social character formation of storytelling, a
subsequent generation of scholars showed much more concern for the social context in
which oral tradition occurs.
Cruikshank views demonstrate the importance of oral storytelling in regulating
social behaviour according to people‟s context and cultural dynamism. In order to
legitimate social institutions, people have to agree on ways of relating to each other. This
is important because it is believed that rules governing everyday life are always in doubt
because of inconsistencies and conflicting claims. Oral tradition through storytelling
provides a way to resolve those claims and control social behaviours in any given
society, especially for Indigenous societies. People reflect on their oral narratives to
make sense of the social order that exists (Chilisa, 2012; Kovach, 2012).
Durkheim (1915) cited in Cruikshank (1994) views oral stories as “The glue that
(with ritual) helped to bind communities together” (p. 405). From the above, it is
important to recognise that storytelling serves as a mirror that reflects the behaviour of
society. The elders formulated some of these stories to serve purposes of social order and
to reflect the pattern of lifestyle required from all members of that society.
These kinds of stories are transmitted from one generation to the next as the people‟s
epistemology.
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Storytelling as an Intergenerational Way of Knowing
A review of a cultural theory of learning by Wenger (1998) concludes that learning
or knowledge is a social activity. This implies that knowing is not an individual affair;
rather it takes place within a social milieu. People negotiate and renegotiate meaning
they give to learning to suit the context. As Hulan and Eigenbrod (2008) suggest,
“Indigenous people shared their knowledge systems with each other and they simply
wowed each other with their fanciful modifications to the original idea” (p. 4). Oral
traditions receive the voice of authenticity and authority from family members who have
experienced life in a given setting or community and have acquired a great deal of
knowledge as a result of a long period of social interaction. The main point here is that
Indigenous people usually have occupied a certain area of land for an extended number
of years. Their epistemology and worldviews are formed as a result of long years of
experience and accumulated knowledge in the location (Hulan and Eigenbrod, 2008). It
could be deduced here that Indigenous stories are as old as the land and are capable of
holding information about the land from generation to generation. However, these stories
would only remain with the land if nothing interrupted the process of transmission.
Consequently, Okpewho (1992) corroborated the work of Charles Darwin on
evolution in his work, Oral Tradition when he said that cultural evolutionists presume
that stories found among present day Indigenous people have survived in their memories
through several generations of transmission. Hanson and Fox Griffith (2016) conducted
a study on intergenerational learning in Indigenous textiles among Indigenous peoples in
Canada and Chile. They discovered that Indigenous knowledge ideas, patterns and
stories remained among the people when they are passed on to the succeeding
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generations. In the same manner, the Igbo people and Abam in particular, had a system
that was already put in place from succeeding generations about how their younger
generations were being enculturated through storytelling. The people started early in life
to pass these stories to the younger generations.

Adults and Transmission of Stories
The importance of elders in preserving and transmitting this oral tradition of
storytelling has been stressed. Hulan and Eigenbrod (2008) when discussing the
experiences of the Indigenous people in Canada observed that the elders serve as
mnemonic pegs for telling stories about their personal experiences. Hullan and
Eigenbrod further state that the elders have with them a piece of knowledge conundrum
accumulated from experience. The elders would not want to lose some of these stories
passed on to them by their ancestors. The stories are passed on to the younger generation
through talking circles. The collective voices of elders were regarded by the people as
voices of authority, and similarly, it could be argued, to the voices of professors in a
formal institution.
Scholars have observed that globalization and the advent of new information
technologies seem to contribute to reversing the trend of intergenerational learning
(Morgan, 2005; Obioha, 2010). Smith and Graeme (2000) comment on this trend where
Indigenous stories are frequently being disrupted as a result of unrestricted use of
internet facilities, which operate free from censorship. In light of the above, few
Indigenous people have control over their oral traditions, especially their stories and
music. Most of these stories are often being distorted in such a way that it loses its
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original meaning and intention (Okpewho, 1992). Smith and Graeme (2000) mentioned
that traditionally one waited for knowledge to be passed on from one generation to the
next. This knowledge needs to be censored by the elders to ensure that the recipient of
the knowledge is ready developmentally to make appropriate use of the knowledge.
Smith and Graeme continued, “Conversely, in the western written societies, knowledge
can be readily accessed without older people acting as intermediaries or gatekeepers” (p.
15). This shift from oral to written types of knowledge transmission could spell doom for
traditional Indigenous epistemologies. In the Indigenous traditional setting, power is
related to knowledge acquired with age, and there are plateaus at various stages with
rites of passage included. The reversal of this trend by global communication technology
may undermine the traditional structure and shift the power held by the elders to younger
ones (Kovach, 2012). Obioha (2010) sees the effects of globalization on the Igbo culture
as “A phenomenon that let loose the floodgate of western cultural aggression and
permitted the avalanche of the modernist value system and lifestyle to fall on the entire
Igbo cultural world…cultural rape” (p. 3). In the following section I consider the role of
gender on storytelling.

Gender and Storytelling
The patriarchal disposition of the colonialists seemed to have undermined the roles
of women in transmission of knowledge through storytelling. Ashcroft, Griffiths and
Tiffin (1995) state that the concept of individualism introduced by the colonialist tended
to exclude the Indigenous women “who were positioned on the boundary between
human and animal as the object of imperialism‟s social-mission or soul-making” (p.
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39). Hanson (2016) speaks about how Indigenous women of Canada were marginalised
by the settlers and that this continues through the existing Indian Act of Canada. Hanson
cited Maracle (2003) and Harper (2009) this way: “The Indian Act and the Department
of Indian Affairs, are purposefully gendered to undermine and remove Indigenous
women‟s traditional authority, agency, and roles within families, clans, and traditional
governance systems” (p. 2). This suggests that the marginalization of Indigenous
women affected both the socio-political position of women and their role in storytelling.
Thus, storytelling in the traditional setting was perceived as exclusive rights of men.
According to Adichie (2009), when men in a traditional setting have the exclusive right
of telling stories, even stories related to women, it may represent the pattern of single
story. Adichie sees a single story as stereotyped and advocates for a situation where
individuals tell their own stories. She notes that frequently people are misrepresented in
the stories told by others about them. The next section discusses the effects of
globalization on the Indigenous people‟s way of life.

Effects of Globalization on Indigenous People’s Ways of Life
Globalization has been viewed by scholars as being concerned with emphasis on
growing interconnectivity between people and between places with more emphasis on
the free market economy (Ardalan, 2014; Chilisa, 2012). Globalization can be seen as an
upshot of colonialism and it attempts towards reconfiguring the world towards
Western market orientations (Blaser, 2010; Chilisa, 2012). The Indigenous people seem
to be strangers in the global culture that undermines, „if not destroys‟ their
epistemologies, their languages; ontology, and ways of living. Expanding further on
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the relationship that exists between the colonialist and the colonized, Kovach (2012)
mentioned that the colonial outlook of our ancestors‟ time has shifted, while the
relationship continues undiminished. This manifests at the international level as
“globalization and consumerism, which feed an economic system that preys on Mother
Earth striving to sustain the human species even as we abuse her” (p. 76). Kovach
discusses how colonialism was perpetuated through globalization thereby extending the
colonial legacies that deny the colonized others6 their autonomy.
Speaking on how globalization has undermined the autonomy of the Indigenous
people, Held (cited in Blaser, 2010) laments on how globalization has affected the
choices of the Indigenous people. He says that globalization has significantly affected
the formulation of aims, beliefs and choice pattern of the Indigenous people on how
to seek out ways to participate in socio-economic life in pursuit of their choices. He
further states that globalization has negatively affected the ability of the Indigenous
people to evaluate their success through “Self-reflection based on empirical evidence and
phenomenological experience in working towards these aims” (p. 5). This action
undermined the capacity of the Indigenous people to practice their cultural heritage,
storytelling inclusive. This seems to “separate individual human beings and societies
from the natural worlds of which they are a part” (p. 6). This kind of subordination by
which the Indigenous people were stripped of their choice ability and personal
responsibilities aided the entrenchment of alienation and power relations between

6

Colonized others is used in this work to refer to all the formally colonized tribes or races with greater
attention to the Indigenous people who are still suffering the outcome of the colonial rules.
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the colonizers and the colonized. It could as well be seen as the origin of the concept
of othering7 that tends to divide the world into two- developed and third world, etc.
In his discourse on Colonialism and Alienation, Feuser (1974) bemoaned the way
the colonialists disrupted the economic and cultural structure of the colonized groups,
causing them to be dependent on the dominant Western powers that exploit them. The
marginalized groups were Europeanized, that is, completely alienated from their own
history and cultural heritage. Feuser, tacitly put it this way:
In the first case (that of the intellectual), the alienation is of an almost intellectual
character. In so far as he conceives of European culture as a means of striping
himself of his race, he becomes alienated. In the second case (that of the worker), it
is a question of a victim of a system based on the exploitation of a given race by
another, of the contempt in which a given branch of humanity is held by a form of
civilization that pretends to superiority. (p. 14)

Fanon went further to use the metaphor of the relationship between the Lord and
the bondsman to underscore his theory (Feuser, 1974). From this premise, the
marginalized group is stripped of its existence and self-consciousness outside the
dominant group. The whole duty of the bondsman is to live at the mercies of the Lord
who makes rules over them and also enforces those rules. Within these rules, the
bondsman does not have any existence nor identity outside of the dominance of
the Lord.

7

Othering is use here to denote the European concepts of themselves and others. It splits the world into
binary-European colonizers and others, where European colonizers were quintessence of everything good
and others who were the colonized were regarded by the colonizers as evil that needed to be fixed
(Nielson, 2013).
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Furthermore, Nielson (2013) quoted Fanon when he (Fanon) observed the power
relation between the white and the black where blacks were viewed by the white
(European) as inferior intellectually, culturally incompetent and need to be fixed by the
white. As he succinctly put it:
The black person is forced to live in two worlds. First and foremost, he must learn
to live in accord with the dominant world imposed upon him by the white other; he
must embrace the other‟s language, cultural values, and customs as normative for
him. Second, since he knows that his own history and cultural heritage have their
roots elsewhere, their contents negated and rewritten so as to always fall short of
the white man‟s standard of „all things white‟, he senses a loss, a lack of being, as
it were. He experiences existentially his otherness in all its reality, but as black
man that living in a white world. (p. 8)

In summary, Nielson says “A destiny that proclaims one people or nation superior
to all others is a flawed destiny. A destiny that scripts subjectivities while asserting their
fixity is a deceitful destiny. A destiny that reduces human beings to commodities is a
grotesque destiny” (p. 1). In view of the above, giving back voice to the colonized
others through postcolonial Indigenous research methodologies becomes
pertinent. Having extensively discussed the effects of globalization on the Indigenous
people, I will discuss the views of different scholars concerning postcolonialism and
globalization in the next section.
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Postcolonialism versus Globalization
Critiquing postcolonial theory, Said was quoted by Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin
(1995) on the influence of the European culture over the colonial culture within the
globalized system:
The most formidable ally of economic and political control had long been the
business of „knowing‟ other peoples because this „knowing‟ underpinned imperial
dominance and became the mode by which they were increasingly persuaded to
know themselves: that is, as subordinate to Europe. A consequence of this process
of knowing became the export to the colonies of European language, literature and
learning as part of a civilising mission which involved the suppression of a vast
wealth of Indigenous cultures beneath the weight of imperial control. (p. 1)
The viewpoints on the effects of globalization on Indigenous culture speak to the
need for the Indigenous postcolonial scholars to intensify effort in their research to
reclaim the voice of the Indigenous people in the global economic system. This is
pertinent, given the important position of postcolonial theoretical perspective in resisting
any attempts to provide holistic social explanation. Postcolonial theory compels
recognition of the more complex cultural and political boundaries that exist on the border
of these often-opposed political spheres of „binarized‟ world (Miyoshi & Harootunian,
2002). All these give credence to the use of postcolonial theory as a framework for this
research. The next chapter discusses the research methodology.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This chapter discusses the methodological approach utilized in this study of the
oral storytelling and intergenerational learning of the Abam community of south- eastern
Nigeria. I engaged an Indigenous research methodology for the study. This approach was
used to enable the collection of data from the participants as it encouraged them to
communicate their lived experiences. According to Patton (2002), social research
requires a methodological approach that captures the “lived experience” of the
participants (p. 104). From the theoretical framework, I observed that the colonized
people were made to give up their traditions and epistemological understandings in order
to live in the ideals of the colonizers. Therefore, using an Indigenous qualitative research
approach for the study, helped to restore the voices to the people. In this way, they were
able to narrate their lived experiences with a view to suggesting lasting solution.
This chapter also discusses the Abam area of study, the theoretical approach used
in the study, the research design, research participants, and study methods. It is then
followed by a description of the data collection and analysis and efforts that were made
to protect the data and privacy of the participants.

Study Site
The study was conducted in Abam community of Arochukwu Local Government
of Abia State Nigeria. Abam community is an Igbo speaking community of south-eastern
Nigeria. Abam is one of the clans that made up Arochukwu local government area
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of Abia State, Nigeria. Other clans in the local government area are Arochukwu,
Ihechiowa, Isu and Ututu. Abam and Arochukwu are considered to have the highest
population among the five clans and were the people that first encountered the
Europeans during the colonial era in this part of Nigeria. The next section discusses the
theoretical perspective.

Theoretical Perspective
The theoretical framework for this research was based on Indigenous theories,
which could be seen as extensions of postcolonial theories. I found postcolonial
theories worthwhile for this work because they reflect the lived condition of Indigenous
people in relation to external politics and conditions and offer solutions to their
existentiality. These theories serve a purpose of giving back to people formerly
suppressed and dehumanised (Kovach, 2012; Sasakamoose, Scerbe, Wenaus,
& Scandrett, 2016). Spivak (1988) raises a very pertinent question in her work when she
said, “Can the subaltern8 speak?” (pp. 271-313) he indicates the answer to the above
question is found in postcolonial theory. However, postcolonial studies like other social
science theories, have generated a lot of controversy. There are controversies regarding
when to situate postcolonial period. This controversy made it difficult for scholars to
reach a consensus on what could be the scope and content of postcolonial studies.
However, for the purpose of this work, I adopted the definition given by
Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin (1989), who see postcolonialism as covering, “All the

8

Subaltern as used by Spivak represents the colonized who were subordinated by the European colonizers.
Ghandi, L (1998). Postcolonial theory: A critical introduction. New York: Columbia University Press.
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culture affected by the imperial process from the period of colonisation onwards” (p. 2).
This definition by Ashcroft et al. see postcolonialism as an event which its influence
remains even after colonial period. The above definition synchronizes with the
theoretical framework of this research.
Frantz Fanon theoretical position: Fanon (1967) writes about the colonial experience
of the Africans in the hands of the European colonialists. Fanon‟s view could be
summarised in this way:
The colonial world is a Manichaean9 world. It is not enough for the settlers to
delimit physically, that is, to say with help of the army and the police force, the
place of the native. As if to show the totalitarian character of colonial exploitation
the settler paints the native as a sort of quintessence of evil… The native is
declared insensible to ethics; he represents not only the absence of values, but also
the negation of values. He is, let us dare to admit, the enemy of values, and in this
sense he is the absolute evil. He is the corrosive element, destroying all that comes
near him; he is the deforming element, disfiguring all that has to do with beauty or
morality; he is the depository of maleficent of powers, the unconscious and
irretrievable instrument of blind forces. (pp. 31-32)

Thus, the colonized were subjugated, oppressed and were made to give up their
existence which was seen as entirely evil and an aberration to all forms of normalcy. In
other words, the colonized were made to give up their values, their ways of knowing and
living (their color if possible), and to transform to the ways of the colonialists “being for

9

This term was used to break everything into binary-good and evil. Everything about the colonizers were
seen by them as good and norm while the colonized were seen by the colonizers as evil personified
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others” (Macedo, 2000 p. 25). Paulo Freire‟s theoretical position aligns with that of
Frantz Fanon and moves it into the realm of adult learning in which the Indigenous
people learn the ideals of the colonialist through prescribed life. By prescription, the
colonialists dictate the kind of life pattern the colonized must adopt.

Paulo Freire theoretical position: Paulo Freire (1970) used the word “prescription” (p.
31) to explain the relationship that exists between the oppressor and the oppressed. He
said the oppressed lived a prescribed life for fear of loss of freedom. They had
internalized the way of life of the oppressors without questioning it, to the point that they
see it as the norm. This relationship could be explained further using the metaphor of the
modern-day banking system where the colonized were seen as empty vessels and the
colonialists as the depositors of knowledge thereby establishing an object/subject
relationship. In this way, the colonized accepts all manner of things deposited in them by
the colonialists without asking questions (Freire, 1970).
This act of playing scripts prepared by the colonialists as well as using the
colonized against each other gave credence to the divide and rule system (Freire, 1970).
The divide and rule system was the instrument the colonialists adopted in order to
perpetuate their dominance over the colonized. They achieved this by pitting one ethnic
group against the other. The colonialists tended to enjoy their dominance when the
people were used against each other; thereby shifting the pressure on the colonized. The
constant struggle for relevance and position among the different groups in the colonies
made it an almost impossible task to question colonial assumptions rather than forming a
consensus ally to fight colonial domination.
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As a country, Nigeria still suffers from the legacy of the colonial rule of divide and
rule which saw different ethnic group with different language, culture, and religious
backgrounds coming together to form one entity called Nigeria. Of course, all
amalgamating ethnicities must give up part or almost all their unique way of existence
and adopt a prescribed way of life by the colonialists. For this to be possible, each
amalgamating ethnic groups must give up their language in order to adopt a common
language for communication. This common language is no other than the language of the
colonialists. Hullan and Eigenbrod (2008) consider the important place of language in
preserving and transmitting people‟s values, histories, and cultural heritage, which
includes stories. Obliteration of people‟s language by the colonialists could be seen as
one of the reasons for constant wrangling and conflict of interest in the formerly
colonized countries/communities, as well as the shift in value system, acculturation and
cultural hegemony. Freire (1970) put the oppressed/oppressor phenomenon of the
colonial era this way:
But almost always, during the initial stage of the struggle, the oppressed, instead of
striving for liberation, tend themselves to become oppressors…Their ideal is to be
men [sic]; but for them to be men is to be oppressors. This is their model of
humanity. This phenomenon is derived from the fact that the oppressed at a certain
moment of their existential experience, adopt an attitude of „adhesion‟ to the
oppressor. (pp. 29-30)

The theoretical framework helped me to investigate how colonial legacies could
still be traceable in postcolonial era due to globalization. This study is pertinent
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considering various assertions by different Indigenous scholars that globalization is an
upshot of colonialism (Chilisa, 2012; Smith & Graeme, 2000). These researchers believe
that questions regarding the influence of Indigenous storytelling and intergenerational
learning among formally colonized African communities, the Abam clan in particular, in
the globalized world could still be traced back to the colonial legacies. Corroborating the
above viewpoints Kovach (2012) indicates:
While the colonial visage of our ancestors‟ time has shifted, the relationship
continues. On an international level, this is felt through globalization and
consumerism, which feed an economic system that preys on Mother Earth striving
to sustain the human species even as we abuse her. Colonial interruption
of Indigenous culture continues, and there is no way to address tribal
epistemologies and Indigenous research frameworks without considering these
relationships. (p. 76)

The framework described here and augmented in the literature review guided this
work. The next section discusses the research design.
Research Design and Process
This work utilized an Indigenous qualitative methodology. Chilisa (2012) defines
methodology as, “the extent to which the research method and measures are tailored to
the culture of the researched” (p. 102). This methodological approach draws from
Indigenous knowledge, languages, metaphors, worldviews, experiences, and
philosophies of the marginalized, rather than relying completely on written texts. Most
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modern critical theorists support Indigenous research approach (Battiste,
2000; Porsanger, 2004; Regney, 1999; Smith, 1999 cited in Chilisa, 2012).
Engaging an Indigenous methodology was significant for this work because it is
grounded within a relationship-based approach. The researcher and the researched have
close contacts; build mutual relationship; trust, and respect within the period of the
research and beyond (Kovach, 2012; Sasakamoose, Scerbe, Wenuas,
& Scandrett 2016). This approach is contrary to quantitative research approach in which
the researcher and the researched may not have any close relationship or know each
other.
My choice of Indigenous methodologies for this work was also informed by the
postcolonial theoretical framework discussed above and strengthened by the ideas of
Kovach (2012). She indicates that Indigenous ways of knowing could only thrive when it
is incorporated in many sites including research, and Western education.
Chilisa (2012) speaks about Indigenous methodologies. She views postcolonial
Indigenous methodologies as emancipatory and a way of giving back to the people
formally oppressed and marginalized by Western hegemonic practices. She further states
that applying these methodologies involves going back and forth to retrieve marginalized
and suppressed literatures. This is with a view to review, analyze, and challenge
colonizing and deficit theorizing and interpretation to create counter-narratives that see
the past differently and work towards transformative agenda. This methodology was
relevant to me in the sense that it gave me an opportunity to have direct contact as well
as discuss one-on-one with community members on how to restore the storytelling
tradition. This approach was adopted because it directly involved the people who were
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being researched in discussing the identified problem(s) (Leung, Yen, & Minkler,
2004). Involving the community in the research process can encourage community
participation and ownership of the project. The next section discusses the recruitment of
study participants.

Recruitment of Study Participants
Before I embarked on this study, I obtained approval from the University of
Regina Ethics Board (Appendix F). Research participants were identified according to
what they could bring to the study. A qualitative study of this kind seeks depth rather
than breadth so a smaller group of participants with the needed information was required
(Kovach, 2012). The sample size for this study was 14 participants. Data were collected
from the 14 participants purposely selected from Etiti Abam autonomous community as
well as from the former Ovukwu autonomous community. Etiti Abam autonomous
community was carved out from Ovukwu autonomous community. Creswell (2013)
supports sample size of 5 to 25 people in a qualitative research of this nature. Abam was
originally made up of three autonomous communities, which included Ovukwu, Ohafor
and Ohaeke.
I purposefully selected Etiti Abam for the study. Creswell (2013) supports
purposeful sampling when he said that the qualitative research inquirer could select
individuals and sites that can purposefully present an understanding of the phenomenon
under inquiry. The choice of Etiti Abam as my research setting enabled me to collect
extensive details about the site and research participants. The criteria for
selecting participants included age, gender and knowledge of phenomenon of interest
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which was oral storytelling and intergenerational learning among Abam people.
The participants included elderly persons who were 65 years of age and
above and also youths who were between 18 and 25 years. These demographic
characteristics enabled me to have access to balanced information from the participants
concerning the issue of interest in the study.
In Abam community, women play significant role in the development of the
community. Abam women wield great influence over their families and they are
respected in the community. Women are duly represented in matters involving the
community. In line with this position of women in Abam community, I made a conscious
effort to include women in the research by involving 50 per cent of women in the focus
group discussions (FGD) and key participant interviews. Seven women and seven men
were recruited for the FGD. At the end, the research participants were given snuff
(tobacco) and kola nut according to the tradition of the Abam people. The Abam people
and Igbo tribe in general use tobacco to express the honour and respect they have for the
elders as people that could be trusted, while kola nut is one of the items used for prayers
to the ancestors as well as to welcome guests. When a person from Abam presents kola
nut to a guest, it shows he welcomes the guest with clear mind and an open arm. It also
expresses respect and appreciation for the elders and the ancestors.
In Abam communities, the recruitment of participants to any important event is done
with the help of the traditional ruler, the leaders of the different age grades, and other
group leaders like the women leaders and youth leaders, in the community. I recruited
the participants through the help of Dr. Okechukwu Iro, who was the community key
informant, the traditional ruler of Etiti Abam community as well as the relevant group
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leaders comprised of the youth leaders, women leaders, and age grade leaders. Dr.
Okechukwu Iro and I paid an initial visit to Etiti Abam community to discuss the study
with the traditional ruler of Etiti Abam autonomous community and the relevant
stakeholders who included the age grade leaders, youth leaders, women leaders and the
Eze cabinet members. I provided them with a brief overview of what was involved in the
focus group discussion, the relevance of the study, and of their rights as participants,
including the protocols to be followed during the Focus Group Discussion (FGD). The
letter of consent, time, and other issues were discussed.
Based on the information I provided, the community called for volunteers from
different age groups. It was surprising that I got more volunteers than required. I
recruited from the volunteers those that I felt could be capable of providing the needed
information, age differences and sex equity. Seven males and seven females were
recruited for the FGD. One person each from the two different FGD groups were
recruited for the interview. Upon acceptance to participate, I arranged with participants
the time and venues for the FGD. The participants selected the last day of their new yam
cultural festival for the FGD, while the venue was the palace of His Royal Highness, Eze
Kalu. O. Ayi (Atita 1 of Etiti Abam10).
As part of the effort to maintain confidentiality, I represented the names of the
participants according to the name pattern of the community. Originally, names were
given to people in Abam according to the four market days-Eke, Orie, Afo, and Nkwo.
For a male child a prefix oke meaning male will be added to the market day he was born,
while for a female child a prefix mgbo which represents female, will be added to the day

10

Atita 1 of Etiti Abam is a title given to the first government recognized ruler of Etiti Abam autonomous
community. His Royal Highness, Eze K.O Ayi.
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the person was born to form the person‟s name. For example, if a male child was born in
Eke market day, his name will be called Oke-eke, while a woman born in Eke market
day will be called Mgbo-eke. According to Igbo autography, two vowels cannot position
themselves in a middle of a word. If that happens, the two vowels will be separated with
a hyphen or the later vowel will sink the former vowel. For example, instead of writing
Oke-eke, we write Okeke which still means a male born in an Eke market day. The same
way, Mgbo-eke will change to Mgbeke. (Appendix E- table 3 explains the traditional
Igbo naming pattern before colonization).
Since we have seven participants from each sex group, two persons each but one in
each focus group participants shared the same name though differentiated with 1and 2.
For example Mgbeke1 and Mgbeke2; Okeke1 and Okeke2.
Study Methods
This study used an Indigenous method known as Ikparita uka ihu r’ihu and igba
izu or igba ajuju onu for data collection. These methods are similar to semistructured focus group discussions (FGD) and key participant interview methods
respectively. These methods of data collection correspond with the Indigenous ways of
seeking information in Abam. There is a popular saying among Abam people that uka ka
mma r’ihu rihu, which means having face-to-face discussion or interaction, is the best
way of seeking information. Thus people of Abam sit in a semi-circle form facing each
other when discussing an important matter. The person whose turn it was to speak on the
important matter stands at the middle of the semi-circle allowing everyone to hear and as
well see him or her without interruption. This was the sitting pattern adopted in the FGD
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that made this indigenized version of FGD otherwise known as ikparita uka ihu r’ihu
one of the best methods of data collection for this research.
Ikparita uka ihu r’ihu and FGD adopt the same approach for data collection. The
only difference is that in ikparita uka ihu r’ihu, the person whose turn it was to speak on
a matter would usually stand at the middle of the semi-circle and no other person
interrupts or talks until the person sits down and it is the next person‟s turn to proceed to
the centre of the semi-circle. This pattern promotes free flow of information and respect
for the participants. But in FGD, the researcher sets ground rules for the participants to
be able to conduct themselves in an orderly manner, also in a FGD, participants typically
sit down while contributing. In ikparita uka ihu r’ihu, the participants already knew the
rules guiding the discussion without being told. Apart from these small differences,
ikparita uka ihu r’ihu and FGD adopt the same approach and could complement each
other. Iwana, Marshall, Marshall and Bartlett (2009) support integration of ideas from
western and traditional epistemologies to create a more balanced view of knowledge.
Similarly, Smith (2012) suggested that research methodologies should not be viewed
with the Imperial eyes alone. Smith suggested a reflexive, Indigenous research
methodology that experiences research through the Indigenous lens. With these in view,
adapting FGD to ikparita uka ihu r’ihu brought about a refinement to the research
method.
Furthermore, the choice of traditional method of Ikparita uka ihu r’ihu and Igba
ajuju is in line with Tri-Council Ethics and Policy Statements (TCPS) (2010) and
principles of Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession (OCAP). TCPS (2010) reasons
that research participants, especially human participants should be treated with optimum
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respect and confidentiality. Respect in this regard incorporates their right for voluntary
and democratic participation and ownership of research outcome. For the Indigenous
communities to have full ownership of research involving their communities, the
research process must be tailored according to the already existing methods of seeking
knowledge in the community. This served the purpose of giving voice to the voiceless as
well as encouraging community ownership of the information process (First Nations
Centre 2007). In an effort to encourage community participation and ownership, I
adapted the research process to reflect the realities of the community. This contributed to
the overall success of the research, because the people saw the research as theirs.
However, for the sake of other readers of this work who may not be natives of Abam
community, I used FGD to represent ikparita uka ihu r’ihu in all other parts of the work
for convenience.

Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2011) see FGD as the best method for “thinking
through” (p. 545) qualitative research. They define FGD as a group interview that can
elicit responses from marginalized or oppressed people extracted in a democratic manner
with a view to offering solution to a given problem (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2011). In
addition, FGD allows people to speak “in both collective and individual voices” (p. 552).
Consequently, I conducted the research in Etiti Abam using FGD. The Abam community
generally believes that once someone was selected or recruited to represent their interest,
the person will not be held responsible for the outcome of the decision he or she made in
that process of representation. This privilege made the participants of the FGD to
contribute freely. The FGD was organised in the palace of Etiti Abam autonomous
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chief. As the researcher, I chose Etiti Abam for the FGD for convenience because I come
from that location.
In support of the need for equity of voice between men and women in an
Indigenous research, Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2011) stress that focus group
discussion as a decolonizing method, seeks to create balance to ensure equitable
distribution of power in society by giving everyone the opportunity to contribute his or
her views. There was one FGD for seven men and one for seven women to ensure equal
numbers of representation between the men and women.
This gender specific arrangement of the FGD encouraged the women to speak out
freely without any restrain or fear of intimidation. This arrangement reflected
Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2011) position on equity of voice. I identified potential
interview participants during the FGD. At the end of each FGD, I called for volunteers
among the identified participants to participate in the key participant interviews. Three
persons volunteered among the male participants, and two persons volunteered among
the female participants. Among the volunteers, I selected two persons that had significant
knowledge of the issue under discussion from the two FGD groups. Okafor2 was
selected from male FGD participants while Mgbeke2 was selected from female FGD
participants for the key participant interviews. Key participant interviews fit well as a
way of seeking information among the Abam people. The Abam people call key
participant interview Igba izu or iju ajuju onu. Igba izu (key participants interview)
comes after ikparita uka ihur’ihu (FGD). Among the Abam people, after a matter is
discussed in public, the elders will ask the relatives of the people involved in the matter
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to take them home for private questioning. They believe that face-to-face or one-on-one
conversations help to verify information obtained from FGD.
Kovach (2010) identifies that conversational method is of significance to
Indigenous methodologies because it is a method of gathering knowledge based on oral
story telling tradition congruent with an Indigenous paradigm. It involves a dialogic
participation that holds a deep purpose of sharing story as a means to assist others. It is
relational at its core. In line with this already existing information seeking protocol of
Abam people, I went to the homes of the key participant interviewees to conduct the
interview. Information acquired from igba izu or iju ajuju (key participants interview)
was compared with the information acquired from ikparita uka ihur’ihu (FGD) to
acquire verifiable information.
Kamberelis and Dimitriadis (2011) speak about the importance of interviews. They
indicate that interviews help the researcher to access important and subjective
information that hitherto would have remained concealed by the interviewee.
Furthermore, Perakyla and Ruusuvuori (2011) support the use of interviews in a
qualitative research. According to them, “By using interview the researcher can reach
area of reality that would otherwise remain inaccessible such as people subjective
experiences and attitude” (p. 529). This gives credence to the use of key
participant interview in this study to authenticate the information obtained from the FGD
The FGD was held on a community-reserved day in the selected autonomous
community. The Igbo people in general have a way of counting their days. Instead of the
seven days in a week, they have four days called market days. Two cycles of these four
days make up Igbo week. Each community reserves one day in a cycle of eight days to
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discuss community issues. No one in the community is allowed to go to farm on the
reserved days. For some communities, market days and cultural festive days are their
reserved days while some may have different day in a cycle of eight days for their
reserved days. Therefore, conducting FGD on the reserved day was convenient as the
participants were available. It is difficult to find anyone at home during week days as the
majority of the community members are farmers. This made community reserved days
more convenient. The researcher was the lead facilitator. The FGD questions were semistructured open-ended and group specific in order to capture the various group nuances
and characteristics of the participants (Creswell, 2013). Examples of FGD questions are
provided in Appendix A.
The key participant interviews were conducted in the homes of the interviewees
where they felt most comfortable. This afforded me the ability to observe all natural
occurring behaviours. A semi-structured open-ended interview questions were used to
elicit response from the interviewees. Creswell (2013) supports semi-structured
interviews by invoking the power of the interviewer to exercise control with a view to
bringing the interviewees back on track in order to avoid deviating from the topic of
research. Both the FGD questions and the key participant interviews were designed to
answer the research questions:

1.

What was the purpose of oral storytelling traditions among the Abam of Igbo
tribe before the global restructuring of the last two decades?

2.

How have changes in oral storytelling traditions influenced intergenerational
learning for the Igbos, Abam in particular?
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3.

In what ways can the oral traditions of storytelling be adapted and
strengthened among Abam clan in the era of global restructuring?

4.

How can we capture our stories now and preserve them for future
generations?

I translated the research questions into Abam dialect of Igbo language for easy
understanding by the participants. All the data were tape recorded and transcribed to
English language for analysis and reporting. Gudhlanga and Makaudze (2012) supported
the use of people‟s language in data collection in their study in Zimbabwe. The study
participants agreed that using their language allowed them some degree of flexibility as
well as the ability to express themselves. Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin (1995) recognise
the use of local language as part of decolonizing process and national building. This
degree of flexibility made the use Abam dialect helpful in this research. Appendix A and
B provide samples of the FGD and key participants interview questions.

Data Collection
The data collection process involved initial contact with the researched community
through the help of Rev. Dr. Okechukwu Iro, director of the Presbyterian Community
Services and Development (PCS&D) who was also the community key informant.
Rev. Dr. Okechukwu assisted me in the data collection process. I chose Rev. Dr.
Okechukwu Iro to assist me in contacting the community because he is conversant with
the community protocols. Although Rev. Dr. Okechukwu Kalu was not present during
the actual data collection due to another engagement, he had already assisted me getting
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approval from the traditional ruler of Etiti Abam for the data collection. He also was
present during the recruitment of the fourteen (14) participants who participated in the
FGD. The two informant interviewees emerged from the two FGD groups. I recruited
one volunteer each from two FGD groups for the key participant interview.
All data were collected using semi-structured (open-ended) FGD and face-to-face
key participant interviews. The FGD and key participant interviews were audio recorded.
I originate from the community and so I translated the research and the FGD
questions into the local Abam dialect (Igbo language) to ensure understandings of all the
participants. Most of the participants only understand Abam local dialect that made it
necessary to use Abam dialect in the data collection.
The research participants were offered confidentiality through the use of
pseudonyms when reporting on the research results. The use of pseudonyms made it
more difficult to link the participants with their statements. The key participant
interviews lasted between 60 and 90 minutes, while the FGD lasted approximately 115
minutes each.
The two FGD took place the same day in the palace of the Etiti Abam autonomous
chief, His Royal Highness, Eze K.O Ayi (Atita 1 of Etiti Abam). Fortunately, the day of
FGD coincided with the final day of iri ji (New Yam Cultural Festival). Iri ji otherwise
known as the new yam cultural festival is one of the greatest cultural event in Abam, and
Igbo tribe in general. It features feasting, exchange of gifts especially farm proceeds,
group dance and storytelling, ekpe masquerade dance, and a whole lot of cultural
activities. For Abam community, the final day of new yam cultural festival features the
ekpe masquerade dance. The FGD was held in day of ekpe masquerade dance. This made
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the FGD successful as the participants were still in the festive mood which made them to
open up during FGD. The FGD session was conducted using FGD guides. See Appendix
A for the FGD guide
The key participant interviews were held three days after the FGD in the
participants‟ homes. This timing was perfect as the issues of discussion were still fresh in
participants‟ memories. In addition, the homes of the key participants (interviewees)
were chosen for the interviews because it provided good settings where the respondents
were comfortable. The interviews were conducted using interview guides. See Appendix
B for the interview guide.
Appendix A questions were used for the FGD with 14 respondents consisting of
seven (7) males and seven (7) females in two different FGD. While Appendix B
questions were used for the key participant interviews. The key participant interviews,
which were conducted with two participants recruited from the two FGD groups helped
me to triangulate data obtained from the FGD. The two people interviewed were Okafor2
who was male and Mgbeke2 who was female. These two interviewees volunteered and
were recruited based on their knowledge of the issues under discussion.
In the Abam community, the presentation of kola nut is preceded with rituals that
attract the ancestors to the gathering. The eldest male in the gathering performs the rite
by presenting a few pieces of kola nuts and snuff to the ancestors11. It is believed that
once the pieces of kola nuts and snuff are thrown on the ground by the elder, the
ancestors have received them and are thus present in the gathering. By so doing, the
participants become conscious of the information they provide for fear of incurring the
11

Ancestors as described here refers to the living dead, especially those that died at old age and were given
proper burial rites (Mbiti, 1975).
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wrath of the ancestors or ala (earth goddess) if they fail to tell the truth. I presented the
above items to the participants with the aim of making the work more authentic. It is
believed in Abam that once these items were presented it will attract both living and the
dead.
In this manner, the participants were conscious of the need for speaking truthfully
in order to not attract the wrath of the ancestors who are believed to be present in the
meeting (Mbiti, 1975). In a similar way, my position as a person born in the priestly
family of ukata deity qualifies me for this kind of research because priests are regarded
in my community as men of integrity.
In addition, all data obtained from the research were triangulated by relating data
obtained from the Focus Group Discussion (FGD) to the data obtained from the key
participant interviews. Further, during the FGD, I sought out a wide range of opinions
from the participants to obtain a verifiable data. Furthermore, to ensure my
interpretation of the data was accurate, the draft transcripts were sent back to participants
to verify whether their original words were used. This check was done before the final
copy was produced.

Data Analysis
Creswell (2013) views data analysis in qualitative research as a process by which
information or raw data are prepared and organized in order to communicate a result. I
chose thematic analysis method for this research because extracting themes and
groupings through thematic analysis respects the idea of letting the participants' words
and intents come through as uninterrupted as possible. Thematic analysis allows the
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participants responses to emerge into themes rather than forced into an existing coding
frame. Braun and Clerk (2006) supported this view when they said that inductive
thematic analysis is a process of coding data without trying to force them to fit into predetermined themes or a researcher's fixed ideas.
For this project, the data from the FGD and the key participant interviews were
obtained using tape recorder. At the end of data collection, the data were transcribed,
coded and reduced into themes for discussion. The coding process was based on the
relationship between the participants‟ responses with the research questions. I identified
the major themes based on both the frequency of discussion on a specific topic area as
well as its relevance to the research questions. This occurred after I carefully read the
data looking for repetition of ideas and values as well as emerging thoughts (Kamberelis
& Dimitriadis, 2011; Creswell, 2013). Okeibunor and Anugwom (2005) support this
view when they state “Recorded human communications is fundamentally a coding
process” (p. 107). This thematic system helped me to organize the qualitative data into
standardized chunks of information that were used to communicate the result of
findings.
Continuing with an Indigenous epistemology in data analysis, the research findings
were taken back to the research participants to determine whether they were accurate
representation of their responses. I held a meeting with the participants to present to
them the summary of the findings. The participants were comfortable with the findings
and they asked me to proceed with the work. I adopted this approach because people
have always had the notion that research findings will always be distorted (Zolner,
2003).
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Data Protection and Privacy of Participants
All data collected from the participant were treated with utmost confidentiality. I
made concerted efforts to ensure participants‟ names and responses were coded to avoid
linking the participants to their data. I was keen to ensure most descriptions used in the
discussion of findings reflected the words of the participants as translated from Abam
into the English language.
To ensure maximum data protection, I stored the original electronic data in
password-protected files. Every record and handwritten note was securely protected in
file jackets and put into my locked briefcase during transportation to avoid any loss of
data. The next chapter presents the findings of the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter presents the findings of the research in the following order: The first
section presents the findings about the purpose of oral storytelling traditions among
the Abam of Igbo tribe before the global restructuring of the last two decades. The
second section presents the findings about how changes in oral storytelling traditions
influenced intergenerational learning for the Igbos, and the Abam people in particular.
Section three presents the findings in regards to how the community thought the oral
traditions of storytelling could be adapted and strengthened for the Abam clan; and
section four presents findings about ways the Abam people thought they could re-capture
their stories and preserve them for future generations.

The Participants
A total of 14 participants within the age range of 18 years and 65 years and over
took part in this study. Seven (7) men and seven (7) women participated in the FGD to
ensure gender equity in numbers. One male and one female were selected from each
focus group discussion (FGD) group for key participant interviews.
All the participants lived in the community. Apart from one of the participants who
was younger than 25 years, all other participants had at least three children. It was also
observed that most of the participants have attended some level of formal education apart
from one of the women who said she had no formal education.
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The majority of participants were peasant farmers and were unable to calculate
their income. Only a few of them were artisans and government workers, although they
were still involved in some kind of farm work to support their families. See appendix C
and Appendix D for tables summarizing key demographic information of the
participants.

The Purpose of Oral Storytelling Traditions Among the Abam of Igbo Tribe
The participants mentioned various purposes of storytelling in the Abam clan
before the global restructuring as follows: i) educating the younger generation, ii)
communication purposes, iii) instilling discipline in the younger generation, iv)
entertainment/relaxation purposes, v) socialization/create intimacy between children and
their parents and elders in the community.
Educational purposes: All the participants were in agreement that the purpose of
storytelling was to educate the younger generations. They saw storytelling as a way in
which the people of Abam were educating their young ones. During FGD, Mgbokwo
said:
Stories were used to teach children because in the past, the older women usually
gather their children together and tell them stories. So oral storytelling was used to
teach children and it helped children to be of good behavior.

Okafor2 said that there was no other means of educating their younger generations
in Abam apart from stories. Okafor2 further said, “Our ancestors knew the importance of
training their young ones, and formulated those stories to educate their young ones. This
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kind of education is what we now call an informal education” This made storytelling
traditions so fundamental in the entire life of an Abam person.
Communication purposes: Under communication purposes the participants mentioned
that they also used stories to communicate their norms and other important information
that required urgent attention. During the FGD, Okeke2 response to the communication
purposes of storytelling tradition was typical. As he indicated, “I remembered in the
olden days when there were head hunters in the community, parents used stories to
communicate to their children about how to protect themselves and also to be careful
when they go out.” In a similar way, Okorie2 said, “Oral storytelling was used by parents
to communicate to their children on the dangers ahead. In order to enable them take
precaution.”
Okafor2 said that stories were also used as a means of communicating what was
happening in the community as well as passing community norms to the people. Okafor2
further said that stories were used to remind someone his or her responsibilities. For
instance, when an adult male reaches the age of marriage if the person‟s age mates have
married, an elderly person will use a story to remind the person that he should marry.
From the participants‟ responses, we could deduce that storytelling constituted a
veritable tool for communicating vital information among Abam people.
Instil discipline and good morals: Mostly the female participants agreed that another
important purpose of the storytelling tradition was that it helped to instill moral
discipline in the upcoming generation. During the FGD, Mgbafor said that because
children were also close to their parents at night in order to listen to stories, this helped
them to learn good morals from their parents. The children read every gesture from their
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parents and knew when to do what. Sometimes the parents did not even have to talk to
the children verbally, but with sign language, the children already knew what was
expected of them by their parents.
Mgbokwo summarized how stories served the purpose of instilling good morals in
the young ones by narrating a story she was told when she was young. The story is about
a stubborn child who lost his life for being disobedient to his parents. She narrated the
story this way:
One day, parents went to farm with their children. While at the farm, the father and
the mother of the children discovered that there were ritual killers around. In a bid
to save the lives of the children from the ritual killers (head hunters), the parents
gave the children sign and purportedly send them to go and fetch fire from their
neighbors. All the children apart from the stubborn child obeyed their parents and
left. When the other children were not forthcoming (because the children
understood the message clearly that there is danger and should save their lives), in
a bid to save their own life the parents decided to go and find out why those
children were not yet back. As soon as the parents left, the ritual killers came and
killed the stubborn child.

Mgbokwo said that the story has always remained fresh in her memory from that
tender age until now. This implies that stories received by children could last a life time
in their memories. This view of learning from stories is supported by Cajete (1994) when
he said that stories constitute the foundation of human learning.
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Relaxation/entertainment purposes: Many participants contributed to the discussion on
the recreational and entertainment purposes of storytelling traditions. Responding to the
relaxation and entertainment purpose of storytelling tradition during the FGD, Mgbeke
narrated:
After the day‟s activities, my children will gather around me to listen to stories.
When you look at the children, you can feel their happiness as they pay attention to
what you are telling them. Stories make children focused and not loiter about
because when a child leaves the house, the child don‟t hear the oral stories. This
made children stick around home in order to ask their mothers or fathers to tell
them stories. Kids will be listening to those stories until they sleep.

During the key participant interviews, Okafor2 further contributed on the
relaxation purposes of the storytelling in this way:
Another purpose of oral storytelling is for relaxation and entertainment after
dinner. In those days when our stories have not been disrupted families used stories
for relaxation after dinner. After a hectic farm work, parents usually call the
children together after dinner and use stories to release most of the accumulated
stress of the day. The stories will be going on until parents observe that the
children were feeling sleepy. Then they will instruct everyone to go to bed.
Another purpose of storytelling apartment relaxation is entertainment. Our people
use stories to entertain audiences during celebrations of a hero and during festive
periods. Abam war dance and women dance groups are common examples. Abam
war dance tells stories of the origin of Abam, as well as the histories of great men
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and women that performed services to the community in the past. People were
always happy to identify with these activities.

The participants‟ responses on the relaxation and entertainment purposes of
storytelling traditions indicated that stories were used to attract the attention of the
younger ones and make them come back home early so that they would not join bad
groups. The younger ones were always demanding more stories. Stories were also
incorporated in dances and used to entertain audience during important events.
Socialization/enculturation purposes: All the participants mentioned that storytelling
traditions served a socialization purposes. They said it brought families together after
dinner to know what was going on in the family and community as a whole with a view
to learn what constituted right and wrong behaviors. It kept them updated about current
events. Storytelling traditions also helped to bring the entire community together to share
stories and as well as socialize among themselves. The participants in the FGD were in
agreement on the socialization and enculturation purposes of oral storytelling traditions.
Okorie contributed to the socialization purposes of storytelling when he said that
storytelling brings the entire family together to discuss issues relating to the family and
the entire community. In addition, through storytelling traditions young generations learn
from their parents on how to relate with other people. Storytelling was also a way of
keeping children out of trouble as well as training them to become responsible adults
who would take over from their parents the nurturing of the next generation.
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The two interview participants summarized the purposes of oral storytelling before
global changes in the last two decades. They both mentioned the educational purpose as
one of purposes of oral storytelling in Abam. Okafor2 who was the male key participant
interviewee said the following:
Oral storytelling has a lot of relevance to the people because it was our own way of
educating the young ones before the white man came and introduced western
education. It was also a way of entertaining ourselves because when we gathered at
night after dinner, we usually tell stories and derive some joy from it. It was also a
way of socialization. As people come together to tell stories they learn norms of
the community and also get to know each other. Oral storytelling was also a way
of communicating some important information to the community members.

Mgbeke2 who was the key participant interviewee for females said thus:
Oral storytelling was used by our parents to educate us our cultural way of life,
how we should behave as children towards our elderly ones. It was also used as a
way of socialisation among the community members and entertainment especially
during festive period.

From the research participants‟ responses in both FGD and key participant
interviews, I observed that stories were the lifeblood of the Indigenous people. The
Indigenous people need their stories to educate their children, maintain moral
discipline/value system, entertain themselves in a relaxed mood, and to communicate
important information.
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Participants Involvement in Storytelling
When I asked the participants questions about their involvement in storytelling, all
those above the age of thirty (30) years indicated they had been directly involved in
storytelling at one time or the other and that they enjoyed it. Okeke and Mgborie2 who
were below the age of thirty said they had not been deeply involved in storytelling.
Although Okeke said he enjoyed most traditional stories that has choruses whenever he
had an opportunity to listen to Indigenous stories. Okeke said, “It is not only the rhythm
of the choruses that attracted me most, but the sense of involvement in the stories. It gave
me a sense of responsibility.”
The following is an example of the responses from the FGD participants on how
they enjoyed storytelling. According to Okafor2, “It is usually fun, especially during
moonlight I usually joined other children to listen to stories and also tell stories.” Okorie
said, “I enjoyed storytelling because our mother cooked dinner on time so we can gather
together to listen to her stories.” Okafor replied, “I enjoyed oral storytelling because of
the way our parents and elders used tortoise and other animals to represent human
characters in their stories.” Mgbafor said “I learned from the stories I received from my
parents and try to tell the same stories to my children any time I am disposed to do that”.
Mgbeke said, “I enjoyed telling my children stories anytime I was opportune because it
made my children happy.” Mgborie2 said, “I like storytelling because it could make an
angry child to feel happy.” Mgbafor2 said, “I enjoyed participating in storytelling
because it encouraged teamwork in the sense that storytelling is not a one man business.”
You must have people around you who listen to the stories. Sometimes stories have
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choruses everyone must join hand to echo those choruses. That is the beauty of stories.
From the above responses, I deduced that storytelling is an interesting activity that could
attract the attention of younger generations because children and adults learn from those
stories and it makes them happy. Stories create a sense of responsibility in the hearts of
the storytellers and those listening to the stories and it encourages cooperation and team
spirit.

Storytelling Transmissions Prior to Global Restructuring
I spent some time explaining the meaning of global restructuring to the
participants. I included that such restructuring concerns itself with interconnectivity
between people and between places with more emphasis on the exchange of goods and
services in the market economy (Ardalan, 2014). In this type of socio-economic
structure, transactions and wealth distributions are determined by transnational
corporations. I therefore asked questions about storytelling prior to global restructuring
in the last two decades, the participants responded by narrating different ways and how
stories were transmitted in their families, culture, and community in general. During the
key participant interviews, Mgbeke2 described storytelling as the way of life of Abam
people and hence it was told at all time and in all places. In the same manner, during
FGD, Okorie further narrated his own storytelling experience when he said that in his
family, they usually gathered in their ogbiti, which is otherwise known as the living
room, after dinner and his parents will tell their children stories. Okorie said that at the
end of each story, his parents would allow the children to say what they learned from
those stories. “Every child will be happy to tell our parents what he or she learnt from the
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stories”. Okorie further said that there is also, what the Abam people used to call afia
ogo, which used to be an avenue for young girls and young boys to search for stories.
The event used to take place at the village square. During that period, the old people
would tell stories and the young girls would prepare ukazu agworo agwo (African salad)
and hide it somewhere around the village square and communicated to their intended
suitors where the African salad was hidden. The ability of the young man to discover the
hidden African Salad used to be a way of announcing their relationship to the public
about their intention to marry each other. This was a way of communicating to other men
to keep off while marital rites commenced.
The researcher asked Okeke about his idea concerning afia ogo, which was
mentioned by Okorie. Okeke said he did not know anything like that although he used to
hear that such thing existed in the past. During FGD, Okafor2 continued from Okorie‟s
response on how storytelling was transmitted by saying:
Apart from families coming together after dinner, stories were transmitted through
Abam war dance. Abam war dance tells the stories of Abam as well as the deeds of great
men and women who did great service to the community. Abam war dance is usually
displayed during our New yam festival (which was ongoing at the time of the data
collection) and also during other important events in our community like the burial of a
great personality.

During the FGD, Okeke2, Mgbafor, and Mgbokwo said that oral traditions were
also transmitted in Abam community through what Abam people called ogbarankwo.
This was an event that used to take place during nkwo market days in the Abam
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community as one of the traditional activities that heralded the new yam festival. During
ogbarankwo, young boys and girls used to gather together in the house of the oldest
person in their compound to tell stories throughout the night. In the FGD, Okonkwo
indicated that oral storytelling was transmitted through dance by women and men who
used to pass information through songs and dance during market days in the Abam
community. Okeke2 also said that the Abam people used to transmit stories at night
when there is moonlight. During that time, children used to gather in their compounds to
play as well as listen to stories by an adult member of the compound.
I discovered during the research process that before global restructuring,
storytelling was a common way of learning and interacting among Abam people. Among
the Abam people, stories were mostly told by the parents and the elderly in the family,
compound, or community. Indigenous Abam stories were not the exclusive rights of
male adults or female adults. Everyone shared from the stories he or she learnt from their
parents/ancestors. In addition, children were given opportunities to tell stories from what
they learnt from the adults. The adults purposefully allowed the children to tell stories to
know if learning has taken place.
I also observed that storytelling was an interactive activity that involved
participants and no particular time of the day or year was reserved for storytelling.
Stories could be told at any time of the day or year. However, stories were mostly told at
night after dinner; moonlight and during festive period especially new yam festival.
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Barriers to the Storytelling Traditions of Abam
Responding on the barriers to the storytelling traditions of Abam, the participants
mentioned the following: i) western education, ii) information technology, iii) religion,
iv) new ways of acquiring of wealth v) western cultural influence and language barrier
All the participants mentioned that foreign culture had immensely created barrier to the
oral storytelling traditions of the Abam people. The participants saw western education,
globalization/new technologies, and western culture/language as the greatest barriers to
the oral storytelling traditions of the Abam people. As a result of these European
cultures, the participants indicated that the people have abandoned their own ways of
doing things and adopted the culture of the west.
Western education: All the participants in both FGD and key informant interviews
mentioned that Western education was one of the greatest barriers to the oral storytelling
traditions of Abam. They were aware that Western education had existed before the last
two decades, but agreed that the emphasis has changed with the introduction of new
information technologies in the last two decades. The participants bemoaned the role
played by the Western education that instead of playing a complementary role in
educating the younger generation of Abam has rather contributed to the extirpation of the
pedagogies of storytelling tradition of Indigenous people of Abam. During the key
participant interviews, Okafor2 said that Western education contributed immensely to
this barrier. According to him “Europeans came to us and told us that our way of
education through storytelling was obsolete and introduced their own formal education
of reading and writing which replaced oral storytelling traditions.”
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Contributing to how western education affected the oral storytelling traditions of
Abam people during the FGD, Mgbeke, Okafor2, and Okorie agreed that oral
storytelling traditions were interrupted as a result of western education. They said that in
the olden days, when parents came back from farm work with their children, Indigenous
oral stories were what they used for relaxation and education. Now however, when
parents come back from work, the first thing they will ask their children is whether they
have completed their assignments. The parents will also ask the children to go and read
their books while they either stay in the living room to watch movies, listen to news or
go to study room to prepare for the next day‟s work. As a result of this negligence of oral
stories by the Indigenous people in search of western culture our stories have capitulated.
This trend implies that Abam people have allowed the European culture to replace
Indigenous oral storytelling traditions, which was their cultural way of teaching and
learning. Abam parents value western education to the point that they do not give the
upcoming generation of Abam the opportunity to learn through oral stories.
Religion: The participants saw religion as one of the greatest barriers to the storytelling
traditions of the Abam people. They said that the Europeans that brought Western
education were the same people that brought Christian religion to them. They mentioned
that schools were run by churches. In the Abam community, the Church of Scotland
Mission now known as the Presbyterian Church of Nigeria was in control of schools.
There were no clear distinctions between schools and churches, since schools and
churches were owned and run by the same colonialists as institutions for their expansion
and domination. Every child was mandated to attend church services and bible classes.
Any child that defaulted was punished; the parents had no control over what happened to
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their children for defaulting from attending bible classes. Okafor2 explained it this way
in the participant interview:
As a result of this religious teaching, children were not having enough time to stay
with their parents to listen to stories. Worst still, this religious teaching questioned
the authenticity of these oral storytelling traditions. They made the young people to
believe bible stories rather than the traditional oral stories, which Abam people
inherited from their ancestors. This is how the disruption of storytelling traditions
of Abam, Igbo in general gradually started.
Okafor responded to this attitude of the missionaries when he said that he was
severely punished at school for failing to attend Sunday service and bible studies. That
the churches were always taking roll call of pupils who attended church services and
bible studies. In addition, Mgbafor said that she could not attend school because her
parents thought that if she was allowed to go to school, she would be converted to the
new religion. She further said that her parents did everything within their ability to hide
her from the glaring eyes of the evangelists as they were called. Mgbafor‟s response
reminded me of the story my mother told me about the mission schools as it was called
then. She said that parents demonstrated their love for their children by protecting them
from attending mission schools. This was as a result of the way the children were treated
by the evangelists. They also feared that the children would be made to abandon their
way of life and adopt European way of life. For fear of abandoning the traditions of the
Indigenous people, most parents hide their children from the evangelists.
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Information technology: The participants saw the new information technologies as a
new strategy the west has adopted to extend their control over the formally colonized
societies. The upcoming generation of Abam people get constant updates on what is
happening globally through technology. Globalization which is seen as the new global
terminology for inter- and intra-border relationships among all countries of the world has
brought with it advancement in information technology as well as new ways of economic
activities. During the FGD, Mgbokwo and Okonkwo mentioned the role of information
technology in a globalized world. They said that with the presence of the new
technologies in the form of cell phones, computers, internet facilities, and television,
children did not feel the need for oral stories because they were already occupied. The
participants said that any child you now invite to listen to stories will not oblige you.
Once they were done with dinner they will run out to watch television and if you called
them, they will answer you and still remain where they were. Okonkwo put it this way:
The upcoming generation of Abam are no longer interested in oral stories, each
time you call them, they will tell you they have other things to do. They prefer
watching movies, do their homework or chat with friends. Sometimes when you
call them to come and listen to stories, they will answer you and remain there.

The participants further said that some parents were still interested in telling stories
to their children but that the children themselves were no longer ready because they
preferred oyibo (Europeans) things. “Western culture has taken over the psyche of our
children, they no longer think like Africans. They now believe mostly in European
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culture which they have at the tip of their fingers through new technological
advancement” (Mgbokwo during FGD)
New ways of acquiring wealth: During FGD, Okeke2 responded on how new ways of
wealth acquisition contributed to the interruption of storytelling traditions of the Abam
people. He said that the new global trend where wealth was measured by per capita
income and the amount of money one has in foreign reserve or banks was contrary to
pattern of wealth acquisition in the Abam community. Okeke2 continued:
In the olden days, wealth were measured by farm produce, number of wives and
number of children, but now, a man‟s wealth is measured by the global market and
money in the bank and because of this change in global economic activities, some
parents no longer have time to tell stories to their children.

Okeke2 further said, “in those days before colonization and the upcoming
globalization, people were more comfortable and spent time with their families.
Nowadays, parents and children are busy with economic activities thereby having little
or no time to stay together”.
Language barriers: The participants emphasized that language was the medium for
communicating people‟s culture through stories. They bemoaned how European
languages took over the Igbo language to the point that communication between children
and their grandparents has become difficult if not impossible. The current generation of
Abam people want to speak English like the original owners of the language. The official
language for teaching and learning in Nigeria is English language. In some schools
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speaking of Igbo language is prohibited. I personally experienced this when I was in high
school. During my high school era, any one that dares speak Igbo language in class will
be severely punished. The only time we were allowed to speak Igbo was during Igbo
language class. During the FGD, Okafor2 mentioned that globalization has compounded
the problem by making available all the technological know-how required to learn and
speak foreign languages.
The key participant interviewees agreed with those who took part in the Focus
Group Discussion (FGD) on how language has contributed to the disruption of oral
storytelling traditions of Abam. Mgbeke2 summarized this view when she said:
The upcoming generations of Abam find it difficult to understand Abam local
dialect, especially those Abam children born in the cities who were not taught
Abam dialect by their parents. Communication has become a problem between
these children and their grandparents who do not know how to speak English
language. The younger generation of Abam want to speak English like the original
owners of the language. Their parents even take pride in that. Tell me how it will
be possible to tell stories in this type of situation? This is the kind of situation we
find our stories in now.

Custodians of Storytelling in Abam
I wanted to know if there were custodians of storytelling in the Abam community.
Contrary to what is obtainable in most Indigenous communities of the world where the
elderly males or females or particular families are custodians of stories, the Abam
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community is an exception. From the participant responses, it was observed that
storytelling was the responsibility of everyone, especially the adult members of the
community. It is the responsibilities of the older generation to pass on these stories to the
younger generations irrespective of sex or family background. During FGD, Okafor2
responded to this question about the custodians of stories in the Abam community in this
way:
There are no particular people in Abam that keep these stories. The stories were
being transmitted from generation to generation by the adult members of the
community- both male and female. However, there were stories that were reserved
for adult members of the communities alone. These kinds of stories were told to
children when they reached certain age.
When I asked Okafor2 about those stories that were reserved for adult members of
the community he gave an example of war stories. Okafor2 said “some of the stories that
are reserved for adults are war stories. Children are not told this kind of stories until they
have become adults.”

Changes in Oral Storytelling Traditions and Intergenerational Learning
All participants accepted that there are changes in oral storytelling traditions of
Abam people, and the Igbo in general. They accepted that the new way of life introduced
by the Europeans has affected the traditional way of preserving and transmitting
knowledge from generation to generation among the Abam people. In the old days, the
young people learned from the adults and the knowledge continued in that cycle from
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generation to generation without any interruption. The participants agreed that this trend
has changed. That new generation of Abam either learn from their teachers in schools or
through new technologies. This means that there are changes in Abam traditional
learning structure. During the FGD Okafor explained:
Western education and new information technologies have led to changes in the
oral storytelling traditions of Abam people. Children no longer have time to sit
down with their parents or elders after dinner, because they have assignments
given to them in school, they have internet to brows, movies to watch and have to
chat on phone with their friends who may not even live within the shores of
Nigeria. Upon all these, they need to sleep on time in order to wake up early in the
morning to prepare for school. Their hands are full already compounded with their
doubt that adults who do not acquire western education could have any meaningful
thing to teach them, not to talk of sitting down to listen to stories of tortoise. They
are more comfortable with what they learn in school and technology. This has
seriously impacted how Abam people learn.

During key informant interview Okafor2 further indicated:
The new ways of knowledge acquisition immensely affected the Abam people‟s
way of learning in the sense that the new generation of Abam no longer learn from
Abam cultural way of life, the upcoming generation now learn from the western
way of doing things because of the technological devices available. Also, young
people enjoy reading stories written in English language than the ones written in
Igbo language. Most Abam, children are proud to say that they don‟t know how to
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read anything written in Igbo language. This is because they show little or no
interest for Indigenous pattern of life including Indigenous peoples‟ ways of
knowing.

Disrupted Patterns of Storytelling Traditions of Abam
The participants found it a little difficult to separate the effects of globalization and
colonialization on the disruption of oral storytelling of the Abam people. They tended to
see no significant difference apart from the fact that globalization brought in new
technological devices that made communication simple across borders. From their
responses, the participants believed that the interruption of oral storytelling of the Abam
people and the Igbo in general did not only begin with globalization; rather it was an
offshoot of colonization. They saw the disruption of oral storytelling traditions of the
Abam people as something that had already started with colonization but that
globalization has increased the level of disruption through new information technologies
and new ways of socio/economic activities.
Contributing on this, during the FGD, Okorie said, “Globalization has not only
affected the storytelling traditions of Abam, but it has also affected the way Abam
people „especially the upcoming generation‟ think, learn, relate with their culture,
acquire wealth and their entire way of life”. He said that the new generation of the Abam
people wanted to belong to what was happening in the western world and now saw their
culture as barbaric. As Okorie explained:
The oral storytelling traditions of Abam is tilting towards complete extirpation as
the people care more to listen to the history of the Europeans that colonized them
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and their way of life. Introduction of Christianity and western education by the
Europeans during colonial era could also be held responsible for the disruption of
the storytelling traditions of Abam. Most people who embraced this religion see
some of these stories as lies and preach against them.

Contributing further on the disruption of Abam storytelling traditions by
globalization, during FGD Okafor2 said:
The new terminology of the world becoming „a global village‟ has dealt so much
on oral storytelling traditions of Abam people and their entire way of life. The last
two decades has seen tremendous changes in the oral storytelling traditions of
Abam people more than what was seen during the colonial era. Almost every child
in Abam now has technological device that connects him or her to the entire world.
With the aid of these technological devices the young generation of Abam learn
faster from western culture thereby abandoning our own way of life.

Responding further on this, during FGD, Mgbokwo said that globalization has
made the people of Abam think and act differently. They no longer do things according
to the cultural prescriptions. “They see our own way of doing things as old fashion and
outdated and this is as a result of what they learn in schools, read and see on the
internet.” She further said that the upcoming generation of Abam give more attention to
their technological devices than listening to the adults and their stories.
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All the participants saw globalization, western education and Christianity as the
major culprits in the interruption of oral storytelling traditions of the Abam people.
However, they believed that globalization has contributed to the greatest disruption of
Abam storytelling traditions in the last two decades. Whereas, globalization and
Western education have led to enculturation and cultural hegemony, the Christian
religion has led to indoctrination and the labeling of oral stories as lies and false realities.

Relationship Between Globalization and Colonialization
When I asked the participants about the relationship between globalization and
colonization, they indicated that globalization and colonization were two sides of the
same coin. They said that colonization succeeded in changing the ways of life of the
Abam people to that of Europeans while globalization was a way of sustaining that life
pattern after the Europeans left. This is a way of ensuring constant subordination. This is
in line with Freire (1970) when he talked about the strategies the oppressor uses to
sustain subordination of the oppressed through internalizing the ways of the oppressors.
The Abam man was made to internalize the ways of the colonizers during the colonial
era.
Contributing on the relationship between globalization and colonialism, during
FGD, Okeke commented:
I feel there are commonalities between colonization and globalization because the
western people that colonized us are still the same people that are controlling the
world through globalization aided by the new information technologies. For
example, in banking industry and education, the west has made the world a global
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village whereby people can stay at their homes and do financial transactions or
study abroad while at home, thereby perpetually abandoning Indigenous people‟s
ways of life. Indigenous people now live for the Europeans. Everyone is busy
aspiring to flow with the global trend to the detriment of our traditional ways of
acquiring wealth, socialization, and training our young ones.

The position of the participants on how globalization has played a role in
sustaining the legacies of colonialism is in line with Macedo (2000) when he mentioned
that the colonized have been made to live for the Europeans. This means that the
colonized were made to perpetually live in the ideals of the colonized.

Changes in Oral Storytelling and its Effects on Upcoming Generations of Abam
Responding on how shifts in oral traditions of storytelling has affected the
behavior of the upcoming generation of Abam, during FGD, Mgbafor said thus:
Children‟s behaviors have really turned bad, because in the olden days, there is a
way you look at a child when he or she is misbehaving, the child will take
corrections, but nowadays children no longer take those signs to mean anything. A
child may just decide to behave the way he or she feels it is right not minding the
opinion of the parents or elderly persons around.

This view by Mgbafor on how changes in oral storytelling traditions affected the
behavior of the upcoming generation of the Abam people could still be associated with
the current position of the upcoming generation of Abam about their storytelling
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traditions. They no longer believe that adults who do not acquire Western education do
have anything meaningful to pass on to them. The bond that existed when the people had
the opportunity to stay together on regular basis for stories have been destroyed by the
new ways of learning and acting occasioned by globalization.
Furthermore, during the key participant interview, Mgeke2 supported Mgbafor‟s
view when she said:
Abam people value respect, hard work and decency, but the up-coming generation
due to what they learn from internets and movies, most of Abam value system have
derailed. There is incessant killing, cultism, prostitution, teenage pregnancy and all
other forms of deviance behaviours. All these behaviours were taboo in the
community during the olden days when behaviours of the younger generation were
still in check. Stories were used to put the children under control. Due to some
levels of freedom, which children now enjoy as a result of globalization, they have
gone out of their ways to adopt different kinds of lifestyles. What they learn are no
longer being censored by parents or adults like the time when young ones were
learning through stories.

Furthermore, during the FGD, Okafor2 and Mgborie said that there was a
tremendous decline in love and communal living among the upcoming generations
because the storytelling traditions that used to bring everyone together were displaced by
new ways of living that encouraged individualism instead of communal living.
Contributing further on how these changes has affected the behavior of the
younger generation of Abam; during FGD, Mgbeke2 said that the upcoming generation
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of Abam stayed outside their homes until late at night. Most of the children would tell
their parents that they were going to watch movies and from there, they joined other
peers and involved themselves in various nocturnal activities. As Mgeke2 put it, “Some
of the children may as a result of this freedom join arm robbery and kidnapping gangs,
pre-marital sexual activities, gambling, substance abuse and other vices.”
I asked the participants if they thought globalization has made any positive
contributions to their life, especially the introduction of the new information
technologies. During FGD, Okafor2 said that although the new information technologies
occasioned by globalization especially in the last two decades has dealt a deadly blow to
the storytelling traditions of the Abam people, communication was becoming easier now
as people could even talk as well as see their children and relations living within and
outside the country through the new technological devices. He further said that prior to
the last two decades the most common way most people could reach their relations was
through letter writing because telegram was expensive and not within reach. He said that
most letters were lost in transit, while most times, the senders of those letters often
waited for upward of six months before receiving feedback.
During FGD, Okeke2 said that the new information technologies have aided in
reducing the rate of arm robbery on the roads. People now transfer money electronically
from bank to bank as well as use credit and debit cards to do most purchases. People no
longer have to carry bulk money around. However, he also lamented that the technology
has increased monetary fraud through internet scam.
From the participants‟ responses to this question, I observed that globalization has
affected the lives of the Abam people both positively and negatively. The negative effect
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was reflected in the misplacement of priorities of the upcoming generation of the Abam
people as well as their value system as a result of the level of freedom they now enjoy.
Clearly, globalization interrupted the Abam people‟s pedagogy of storytelling.

Adapting and Strengthening the Oral Storytelling Traditions of Abam.
All the participants supported the need to revitalize the oral storytelling traditions
of the Abam people. They expressed fear that these stories might completely go into
extinction if nothing was done urgently. They noted that already the majority of the
people who got the stories from the ancestors have started to pass away. Responding to
how the Abam community could adapt and strengthen their storytelling traditions, the
participants mentioned the following- i) school/community synergy in promoting
storytelling traditions, ii) encouraging pedagogies of storytelling in schools, iii)
encouraging parents to make out time for their children as a way of catching children
young with these stories, iv) need to modernize those stories by removing any aspect of
the stories the Abam people felt have become obsolete, v) the need for parents to teach
their children Abam local dialect, and vi) introducing storytelling competition in the
communities. They believed these strategies could help to revitalize the storytelling
tradition of the Abam clan, and the Igbo people in general.
School/community synergy in promoting storytelling traditions: The participants
believed the best way to revitalise storytelling traditions in the Abam community as well
as in other Igbo communities was by building synergy with the schools within the
communities. The synergy would help the communities to be part of what was happening
in the schools within their communities as well as incorporate storytelling traditions in
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the teaching curriculum of the schools. When the participants s were asked who would
be responsible for teaching storytelling in schools if it were incorporated in the school
curriculum, they agreed that each community should be able to provide resource
persons. The resource persons must be grounded in the tradition of Abam stories as well
as the Abam dialect. During the interview, Okafor2 put it this way: “Various
communities should have synergy with the schools and resource persons could be
coming from the different communities to the schools to teach students Abam stories.” I
viewed this suggestion as a laudable one as it would encourage adult teaching, as well as
encourage community/school partnership in the education of their children.
Encouraging pedagogies of storytelling: From the participants‟ responses, I deduced
that the Abam people from the primordial time have been teaching their children through
stories. The children were always relaxed while they were listening to those stories. Each
time they remembered those stories, the children got a vivid picture of the teaching. It is
believed that if the contents of instructions are passed on to the children through stories,
it could make teaching and learning more interesting and less stressful to the upcoming
generation of the Abam people. By so doing, learning will take place while oral
traditions of storytelling will be revitalized. Mgbeke and Angelina during FGD
commented that most of the time children felt relaxed and happy to listen to stories.
During key informant interview and FGD, Okafor2 suggested that if schools would
incorporate pedagogies of storytelling which is the old ways of teaching and learning
passed on to Abam people by their ancestors, it would benefit both the schools and the
traditions of the people; thus, promoting global knowledge expansion.
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Modernizing our stories: The participants suggested modernizing Abam stories to
reflect the knowledge needs of the contemporary time. During key informant interview,
Okafor2 said the Abam people could modernize their stories by removing any aspect of
the stories that did not reflect the knowledge needs of the contemporary time. He made
mention of removing every aspect of the stories that dealt with war and discrimination
against any other race, sex or culture and some other obsolete practices like wife
inheritance. Wife inheritance is one the practices of the Abam people that entitles a man
to inherit the wife of his late brother.
Encouraging parents to teach their children Abam language: The participants
stressed that it was difficult to teach Abam stories without understanding Abam local
dialect. They suggested the need to encourage parents to teach their children the local
dialect of Abam at home since the children would still learn the English language at
school. Teaching the children their local dialect of Abam at home will be a double
advantage to the child to first know the language of their birth and the second language.
During FGD, Mgbeke bemoaned the current situation where the upcoming generations
of the Abam people could no longer interact with their local dialect. They want to speak
English like the Europeans. She said that the situation could be handled if the parents
start teaching their children Abam local dialect from childhood. The participants
suggested passing on this information in every gathering that involved men and women.
Storytelling competition: The participants suggested that if Abam people would
inaugurate a storytelling competition as a yearly event, it would go a long way in
revitalizing most of these stories. During the key participant interview, Okafor2 said that
the people of Abam needed to go extra mile in revitalizing these stories. Okafor2
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suggested making storytelling competition a yearly event that will involve every family
across Abam communities. Each family will come with stories and at the end a winner
will emerge. When I asked Okafor2 how he felt the annual storytelling competition
program should be organized, he said that the first step was to communicate all the
autonomous chiefs in the entire Abam clan and suggest the idea to them first. I
commended Okafor2 for the idea.

Re-capturing Stories and Preserving them for Future Generations
When the participants were asked how they felt Abam people could re-capture
their stories and preserve them for future generation, they mentioned the following- i)
school curriculum, ii) audio visual version, and iii) securing slots from media for oral
stories.
School curriculum: Most of the participants favoured capturing these stories in the
school curriculum. The idea for this was their belief that western education was one of
the major factors in the interruption of oral storytelling traditions of the Abam people.
The participants felt that one of the best ways to re-capture these stories now and
preserve them for future generations was by incorporating storytelling traditions in
school curriculum from primary school to high school. The participants came up with the
idea because the young generation of the Abam people believed that every knowledge
gained from formal education was legitimate and useful.
When responding on the need for capturing these stories in the school curriculum,
during FGD Okorie said “We can re-capture and preserve these stories for future
generations by incorporating them into our school curriculum. That is one of ways I
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think we could make storytelling legitimate in the eye of our upcoming generations.”
Okorie strongly believed that the younger generation of the Abam people believed what
they learned in school more than what anyone else told them outside the school. During
FGD, Mgbafor2 further said “School should include storytelling in their curriculum and
also the Igbo teachers in different schools who can speak our local dialects can partner
with the communities to send resource persons to them from time to time to teach these
children these stories.”
Audio visual version of the stories: The participants suggested that audio visual
versions of these stories should be produced through the effort of the communities and
with some support from government. They believed that since globalization has made
their children to abandon their way of knowing and become more focused on new
technologies, the Abam communities should rise up to the occasion by producing audio
visual version of these stories. The use of audio visual versions of these stories may help
preserve these stories for future generations. In addition, since the younger generations
are technologically savvy, they should be given an alternative ways of accessing these
stories through the Internet and other technological devices at their own leisure rather
than depending on adults alone. This is also important because sometimes when the kids
may need the stories, adult may not be available and vice versa.
During the FGD and key participant interview, Okafor2 said, “There should be an
audio visual version of these stories in other to preserve it. The audio visual version
should exist side by side with the oral version.” I strongly believe in the ideas presented
by the participants concerning audio-visual version of these stories. Providing audiovisual version of these stories will help the Indigenous communities not to loose these
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stories completely as well as make these stories readily available for the technologically
savvy generation of our time.
Mass media: In this period of technological advancement occasioned by globalization,
mass media seems to remain one of the fastest ways of disseminating information
globally. The participants supported that taking the bull by the horn through paying
advocacy visits to media houses especially television and radio houses to reserve slots
especially at nights for oral stories could be of an essence. The participants further
suggested that where possible, the Abam people should involve nwabeke (the Europeans)
in this campaign because they made things to be the way they are now in Abam and so,
they are supposed to also play a vital role in revitalizing the oral storytelling tradition of
the Abam people. The Europeans could assist in the media campaign by mobilizing fund
through United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
During the FGD, Mgeke2 said that we could re-capture and preserve these stories
by visiting radio and television houses for them to preserve some slots in their programs
at nights after dinner. She also said that there should be wider sensitization on the need
to encourage Indigenous storytelling traditions. As she put it, “The Europeans that
disrupted our storytelling traditions through their religions, information
technologies/globalization, and western education should be made to support this
sensitization efforts through media.” From the participants‟ responses on how Abam
people can re-capture their stories and preserve them for future generation, I discovered
their passion to get things done urgently. Their interest were not to fight western
epistemologies; institutions and inventions, rather their interests were to find a way to
make most of those western institutions and invention to promote Indigenous oral
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storytelling traditions of Abam. The next chapter will discuss the research findings and
conclusions.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS AND
CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
My investigation into the oral storytelling and intergenerational learning among
people of Abam, was strengthened through the postcolonial theoretical perspective of
Paulo Freire and Frantz Fanon. These theoretical frameworks helped me to understand
why the Abam people behave the way they do even after over 50 years of independence
from the European colonial rule. Paulo Freire (1970) made light of this phenomenon in
his work Pedagogy of the Oppressed when he used the word “prescription” (p. 31) to
explain the relationship that exists between the oppressors and the oppressed. He said the
oppressed lived a prescribed life for fear of loss of freedom. They had internalized the
way of life of the oppressors without questioning it, to the point that they see it as the
norm. The colonized were made to see themselves and their way of life as barbaric and
representation of evil (Fanon, 1967). These could explain why the Africans, the Abam in
particular will be seen even after many years of independence as “being for
others” (Macedo, 2000 p. 25). This could explain why the formally colonized
continuously depend on European goods and technologies.
This chapter presents a summary of the research results in relation to the literature
reviewed for the study and it also provides recommendations for further study.

Summary of Research Results
In an attempt to answer the first research question “What was the purpose of oral
storytelling traditions among the Abam of Igbo tribe before the global restructuring of
the last two decades? It was observed that storytelling traditions served a wide range of
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purposes in Abam. Educational purposes were seen as the major purpose of the oral
traditions of storytelling among the Abam people of South eastern Nigeria. The Abam
people used stories to preserve and transmit knowledge from generation to generation.
Other purposes mentioned by the participants as complement to educational purposes
were communication, instilling moral discipline socialization/enculturation, and
relaxation/entertainment purposes. This finding is in line with the work of
Hullan and Eigenbrod (2008) when they said that Indigenous people‟s stories constituted
collective memories and ways of knowing. Similarly, Cruikshank (1994), Chilisa (2012),
and Kovach (2012) see Indigenous stories as the way of life of the Indigenous people,
which include transmission of knowledge, social character formation, relaxation and
celebration of heroes.
The second research question: “How have changes in oral storytelling
traditions influenced intergenerational learning for the Abam people in particular and the
Igbos in general?” The findings of the study revealed that there was an interruption in the
traditional learning structure of the Igbos, and the Abam in particular. Young people
used to learn from the adults through oral stories and they keep on passing the
knowledge to the upcoming generations, and the transmission continued in that cycle
from generation to generation. However, with the emergence of new information
technology in the last two decades, the Abam people have witnessed the greatest
interruption in their oral storytelling traditions more than what was experienced during
the colonial era. With the presence of new information technology made possible by
globalization, the young people of Abam now chose what they want to learn without any
recourse to the adults. The Abam‟s traditional ways of teaching and learning through the
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pedagogies of storytelling were displaced by these new tools. Most of the knowledge
acquired by the young Abam people through these new information technologies are no
longer censored by the adults, thereby exposing them to several deviance behaviours and
acculturation.
The participants‟ position on the interruption of the traditional learning structure of
the Abam people by globalization through new information technologies is in line with
the position of most Indigenous scholars. For example, Smith and Ward (2000) comment
on this trend where Indigenous stories are frequently being disrupted as a result of
unrestricted use of internet facilities, which operate free from censorship. Furthermore,
Okpewho (1992) decries the situation in which most of the Indigenous oral stories
are often being distorted in such a way that they lose their original meaning and
intention.
The third research question: In what ways can the oral traditions of storytelling be
adapted and strengthened among Abam clan in the era of global restructuring?
The findings of the study revealed that for the Indigenous people of Abam to strengthen
their oral storytelling traditions, they should build synergy with schools within the
communities. It is through this synergy with the schools that the Abam people will be
able to adapt their stories to the needs of the contemporary time, including adjusting
parts of the stories that encourage obnoxious practices like war and inheritance rights. In
addition, the findings revealed that by this synergy with the schools, the Igbo language
would be restored and pedagogies of storytelling would be encouraged in the schools and
communities in general.
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Ntseane (2006) supports the view of the participants on community/school synergy
when he suggests that educational strategies should take into account the oral cultural
heritage of the host community, for it creates significant positive impacts in the life of
the learners. This makes Indigenous epistemologies relevant.
Lastly, the fourth question: In what ways can the Abam people re-capture their
stories now and preserve them for future generations? The participants suggested that for
the people of Abam to make their storytelling tradition relevance among the upcoming
generation of Abam, they should ensure they pay advocacy visit to education policy
makers to capture oral storytelling in school curriculum. The participants also revealed
that if audio/visual versions of these stories were produced and disseminated, it will not
only preserve these stories for future generations, but also create access to these stories.
In addition, to encourage wider spread of these stories, the participants discussed the
need to go on air with the help of mass media. Hanson and Fox Griffith (2016) support
the need to preserve Indigenous stories for future generation when they discovered that
Indigenous knowledge ideas, patterns and stories remained among the people when
passed on to the succeeding generations uninterrupted. This calls for the need for the
Abam people to re-capture their stories and preserve them for future generation.
My hope for this research is that it will assist the Abam people in knowing what is
responsible for the interruption of their oral storytelling traditions and intergenerational
learning and ways of revitalizing these traditions. Copies of this work will be made
available to the stakeholders of the researched communities (Abam clan) through the
traditional rulers. For the sake of time and funding I will only be able to make the
English version available to the Abam community. I hope to translate the work into Igbo
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version in future, depending on the availability of funds. I also hope to anchor radio
phone in program in Abam dialect in order to reach wider audience, especially those
with low literacy levels who may not be able to read the print version.
Recommendations for Further Research
This work aims at addressing the gap in the existing literature through the
investigation of the oral storytelling and intergenerational learning of Abam. The work
relied heavily on the lived experiences of the Abam men and women who have spent
major parts of their lives in the community. However, future research may be needed to
determine how Indigenous people, the Abam in particular could rediscover themselves
and use their stories to bring about knowledge expansion and as well restore informal
learning through stories and indigenous epistemologies.
Deeper understanding of Frantz Fanon and Paulo Friere postcolonial theories will
help the formally colonized to question the status quo and work towards self-discovery.
These theories could elicit critical thinking and critical action among the formally
colonized. Through critical thinking, the formally colonized will begin to question some
assumptions that have been taken as norm without questioning. This process could lead
to self-discovery and emancipation of the Indigenous people.
There may also be the need for future research on how informal learning through
oral stories, traditional epistemologies, and pedagogies could be recognized and awarded
credit by formal institutions. This investigation should involve government/ministry of
education, teachers, students, parents, and traditional rulers of various communities
involved.
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Policy Recommendations
There is need for the Nigerian government to promulgate legislation toward
indigenizing the curriculum of formal educational institutions to incorporate greater
percentage of Indigenous content and epistemologies. This could be a sure way of
winning the battle of the much canvassed Indigenous/local content in science and
technology.
Similar to curriculum restructuring, I also recommend that the Nigeria University
Commission (NUC) should mandate all the Universities in Nigeria to create Faculties of
Indigenous Studies. These faculties would be responsible for Indigenous language and
traditions, Indigenous commerce/trade, Indigenous technology, Indigenous medicine,
etc. This could provide an opportunity for exchange of knowledge/crossbreeding of ideas
between Western epistemologies and Indigenous epistemologies, thereby leading to
global knowledge expansion.
Similar to what exists in Canada through Aboriginal Learning Knowledge Centre
(ABLKC), I recommend that the Nigerian government encourage Indigenous stories by
mandating all federal, states and privately-owned media houses to preserve slots after
dinner and columns every day for traditional stories and teachings. This could be
spearheaded by the ministry of culture and tourism in partnership with the National
Orientation Agency (NOA). At the end of every month, the best storyteller of the month
must have emerged through the votes of people who had the opportunity to listen to
those stories. In a bid to vote at the end of the month, the government can encourage
more people to listen to the stories after dinner. Competitions and cultural festivals
could also help to fill in these gaps.
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Furthermore, the Nigerian government through the ministry of education, in
partnership with the ministry of culture and tourism should support research,
conferences, symposia, workshops, and community dialogues that will encourage an
expansion of Indigenous people‟s knowledge and socio-economic activities in line with
their cosmology.

Conclusion
This work has given me a great opportunity to interact with my people and to
discover some important information that could help to revitalize oral storytelling
traditions and intergenerational learning of Indigenous people of Abam and Igbo race in
general. Before engaging in this research, I thought that storytelling traditions of
Indigenous people was just a way of keeping people busy with stories about the tortoise
and the like, that usually characterise most Indigenous stories. This is the same way most
people take these traditions. The aspect of the intergenerational learning has frequently
been de-emphasised.
I have discovered that the present Indigenous people especially the upcoming
generations seem not to understand the ideals, philosophy, and the spirit behind
Indigenous stories. They seem to have lost track of the original purposes of storytelling
traditions as was conceived by their ancestors. I realized that the pedagogies of
storytelling were some of the best ways to educate a child. This is so because children
feel happy and relaxed as they learn very important lessons that are capable of changing
their lives in a positive way. This paradigm shift from the Indigenous people‟s
pedagogies of storytelling has been associated with their contact with European
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colonizers, and which has been further disrupted through globalization. Indigenous
people have been made to give up their existence and live for others (Macedo, 2000).
Paulo Freire (1970) called it “prescription” (p. 31). This means that the Indigenous
people now live a prescribed live.
For the sake of pleasing the colonizers, Indigenous people gave up much of their
own existence. In all, the Indigenous people were seen as lacking a sense of morality and
all that has to do with beauty and the embodiment of maleficence (Fanon, 1967). As a
result of this misrepresentation, the Indigenous people suspended their traditional ways
of life, including their epistemology, cosmology, ontology, and axiology in order to live
in the ideals of the colonizers.
The interruption of Indigenous people‟s ways of life, including the oral storytelling
traditions and intergenerational learning, derailed many of their socio-economic and
cultural developmental patterns. This could be so because when the people lost their
stories, they lost their language, which is their identity, and so they invariably lost their
existence. This is in line with the work of Kovach (2012) when she said that stories
remind Indigenous people of who they are. Stories were everything to the Indigenous
people. Interruptions of storytelling traditions and intergenerational learning among
Indigenous people, occasioned by colonization and the ensuing globalization require
additional attention.
The revitalization of oral storytelling traditions and intergenerational learning of
the Indigenous people should be the responsibility of all. The decision-making bodies of
the world through their parent body United Nations (UN) should join efforts with the
Indigenous people to revise educational curriculum in a way that reflects both the
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cultural content and the epistemology of the host communities. According to Kovach
(2012) and Tuhwai Smith (2012) this process of giving back voices to people formally
suppressed and dehumanized may contribute to global knowledge expansion,
alternative/sustainable development, and global peace. This also could help bridge the
learning/knowledge gaps between succeeding generations by connecting back to a way
of life and traditions of the people.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE FOCUS GROUP PARTICIPANTS
Initial questions asked to establish a rapport.


Welcome/introduction



Overview of the topic



Ground rules



Gender, age and household size



Educational qualification



Occupation



Level of income

1. What was the purpose of oral storytelling traditions among the Abam of
Igbo tribe before the global restructuring in the last two decades?


What is the relevance of storytelling to your people/community?



Can you reflect on ways you have participated in storytelling?



Can you tell us how you enjoyed storytelling?



What do you think are the perceived benefits of storytelling?



How has storytelling been transmitted in your family, culture, and

community in general? (through male female, certain time of the year like festive
period, or certain time of the day)


What are the barriers/challenges to storytelling now? When did this shift

occur?


Are there certain people who “keep” the stories?
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2. How have changes in oral storytelling traditions impacted intergenerational
learning for the Igbos, Abam in particular?


Do you think there are changes in oral storytelling?



If yes, continue with these question:



Can you tell us what you feel are responsible for those changes?



Can you tell us ways in which you think globalization has contributed to

the changes?


From your observation, do you think globalization

and colonialization have anything in common?


Feel free and tell us how these changes has affected the behaviour of the

upcoming generation of Abam?


In what ways has the perceived changes affected the traditional learning

structure of Abam?
3. How does the community feel the oral traditions of storytelling can be
adapted and strengthened for the Abam clan?


Do you think there is the need to restore or revitalize the storytelling

tradition of Abam?


If yes, what are the ways you think we could strengthen storytelling

tradition of Abam, Igbo in general?
4. How can we re-capture our stories now and preserve it for future generations?
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APPENDIX B: KEY PARTICIPANTS INTERVIEW GUIDE
Initial questions asked to establish a rapport.


Welcome/introduction



Overview of the topic

1. Please talk to me about your experience on storytelling in this community before
the global restructuring in the last two decades.
1.1.What is the relevance of storytelling to your people/community?
1.2. What is your personal experience on how storytelling has been transmitted in your
family, culture, and community in general? (through male, female, certain time of the
year like festive period, or certain time of the day)
1.3. What are the barriers/challenges to storytelling now?
2. Please talk to me about how storytelling is used today compared to 20 years ago.
2.1. If there are changes in how oral tradition of storytelling was used in the last 20
years, in what ways do you think it has impacted intergenerational learning of the
Igbos, Abam in particular?
2.2. Can you talk to me about what you feel are responsible for those changes?
2.3. Feel free and tell me how these changes has affected the behaviour of the
upcoming generation of Abam?
3. How does the community feel the oral traditions of storytelling can be adapted
and strengthened for the Abam clan and the Igbos in general?
4. Talk to me about how we can re-capture our stories now and preserve it for
future generations?
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APPENDIX C: TABLE 1 PARTICIPANT’ BIO DATA FOR FEMALE
PARTICIPANTS
Mgbek

Mgbori

Mgbafo

Mgbokw

Mgbeke

Mgborie

Mgbafor

e

e

r

o

2

2

2

Age
18-28

Yes

Yes

Yes

29-39
40-50

Yes

51-61

Yes

Yes

Yes

62-72
Education
None

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Primary

Yes

Secondary

Yes

Yes

Tertiary
Occupatio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

n
Yes
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Farming

Yes

Artisan

Yes

Yes

Civil
Servant
(CS)
Retired CS
Level of

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Income
Yes
0-50,000
naira
51-100,000
naira
Household

Yes

Yes

size
Yes

Yes

Yes

0-4
5-9+
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APPENDIX D: TABLE 2 PARTICIPANTS’ BIO DATA FOR FEMALE
PARTICIPANTS
Okeke Okorie Okafor Okonkwo Okeke2 Okorie2 Okafor2
Age

Yes

18-28
29-39

Yes

40-50

Yes

51-61

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

62-72
Education
None
Primary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Secondary

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Tertiary
Occupation

Yes

Farming
Artisan

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Civil Servant (CS)

Yes

Retired CS
Level of Income

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0-50,000 naira
51-100,000 naira
Yes

Yes

Not sure
Household size

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

0-4

Yes

Yes

5-9+

C$1 is equivalence of the N270.00 (two hundred and seventy naira)
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APPENDIX E: TABLE 3 TRADITIONAL IGBO NAMING PATTERN BEFORE
COLONIZATION
Female Names (Aha
S/N Igbo Days
Male Names (Aha Nwoke)
(Ubochi)

Nwanyi)

1.

Eke

Mgbo-eke

Oke-eke

2.

Orie

Mgbo-orie

Oke-orie

3.

Afor

Mgbo-afor

Oke-afor

4.

Nkwo

Mgbo-nkwo

Oke-nkwo
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APPENDIX F: ETHICS CERTIFICATE
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